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ABOUT
The Capital Markets Cooperative Research Centre (CMCRC) provides thought leadership
and break-through technology solutions for Capital and Health markets. We are Australia's
leading research and development organisation in our speciality fields. Our data, people
and scientific research are powering new technologies that help to increase the fairness and
efficiency of markets.
CMCRC brings together the best in innovative research and technology with the aim of
making a profound difference to the health and prosperity of society. The CMCRC provides
a bridge between the practical needs of industry partners and the tools developed by
academics and leading edge technologists.
The CMCRC harnesses the combined resources of approximately: 25 senior researchers, 40+
postgraduate students and 30 full-time professional staff. The postgraduate student cohort is
expected to double during 2015-16. Our resources come from the fields of finance, health,
mathematics, statistics, engineering, computer science and information systems. Our industry
partners provide similarly skilled personnel. Together they work to find solutions that will make
a significant difference to the future operations of global health and capital markets.
VISION
Technology innovation in Capital and Health markets has the potential to significantly impact
the wealth and wellbeing of market participants and the economy as a whole.
Our vision is to support these goals by creating and promoting technologies that increase the
efficiency and integrity of Capital and Health Markets locally and globally.
Benefiting from Australia’s position as an early innovator in the technology domain, the
CMCRC seeks to ‘take Australian technology to the world’.
PUBLISHED BY
Capital Markets CRC Limited
www.cmcrc.com
© Copyright Capital Markets Cooperative Research Centre
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
The CMCRC is supported by the Government of Australia through the Cooperative Research
Centres (CRC) Program. The CMCRC is also supported by Office of Science and Research of
the NSW Government’s Trade & Investment Department.
NOTE
The CMCRC Annual Report describes significant research and commercial achievements of
the Centre. This report is prepared in accordance with the format and content requirements
specified by Australian Government Department of Industry. Reports are issued around
October each year and cover the preceding financial year.
DISCLAIMER
The CMCRC accepts no responsibility for any interpretation, opinion or conclusion that any
person forms as a result of reading this publication.
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CEO Certification
I hereby certify that the information provided to the Department of Industry and Science by
Capital Markets CRC in:


the written annual report for the 2014-15 financial year;



the CRC’s online milestone tables for the 2014-15 financial year;



the CRC’s online financial tables for the 2014-15 financial year;



the CRC’s online MDQ for the 2014-15 financial year; and



the four quarterly reports provided online for the 2014-15 financial year

is accurate and provides a true and fair view of the matters reported on therein.
I certify that the Commonwealth Funding and Participant Contributions were applied for the
Activities of the CRC as specified in the Commonwealth Agreement and that
Commonwealth Funding has been expended only for the Activities and otherwise in
accordance with this Agreement.
I certify that the CRC has met its obligations in relation to the treatment of intellectual
property.
I certify that the chair of the board meets the requirements of independence set out in the
Commonwealth Agreement and that the majority of board members are independent of the
CRC’s research providers.
I certify that the CRC has adhered to the requirements for proper use of the CRC Programme
indicia, publicity and support as specified in the Commonwealth Agreement.
I am aware that giving false or misleading information is a serious offence and could lead to
prosecution under the Criminal Code 1995.

Signature:

Name: Professor Michael Aitken, AM
Position: CEO, Capital Markets CRC
Date: 5 November 2015
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CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

The past year opened an important new chapter in the 14-year history of the CMCRC. As we
entered the first year of our five-year ‘extension’ round of Government funding (CMCRC3),
we had committed to significantly growing our education and research activities with new
areas of Finance and an ambitious new Health Program that would account for forty per
cent of the Centre’s activities. We had also committed to substantially expanding our
commercialisation program both to accelerate the utilisation of research outputs and to
generate funds for the ongoing work of the Centre after June 2019.
The required ramp up was challenging and made it an exhilarating year! And it ended a very
successful one. Allowing for a small number of ‘timing differences’, one consequence of
which is a lower than budgeted expenditure for the year, we have surpassed even our own
expectations in not only meeting but in many cases exceeding our commitments to our
members and the Government.
In Education we have more than doubled PhD numbers, added four new university partners,
including two regionals, and diversified our researcher recruitment to encompass new
faculties and centres with a health or data analytics focus.
Our Finance Research Program involves 18 industry partners and has expanded its global
footprint as well as moved into new market segments and new paradigms, including digital
bearer instruments. Our Health Research Program has spawned research projects with our
nine industry partners across most sectors of the health market. As part of our active
commitment to research translation we have expanded our SME involvement significantly
across both programs.
Our commercialisation program has seen the growth in reach and profitability of our spin-off
company, Lorica Health, and the continued development and trialling of our Market Quality
Dashboard product for capital markets. Our active investment program, which seeks to
target early stage companies in the finance and health technology areas, has acquired a
stake in DealMax, a technology-services company aimed at disrupting the inefficiencies in
the mortgage market.
The CMCRC governance framework, management structure and operational processes
across our education, research and commercialisation activities enable us to identify and
prevent or, at least, mitigate risks and mediate impediments. The Board composition
remained unchanged during the year. I thank my fellow Directors for diligently devoting their
special talents to governing the company. On behalf of the Board I thank our CEO, Mike
Aitken, his management team and all staff for attending to the many tasks required to deliver
our great results.
The CMCRC’s programs are structured to be relevant to industry end-user environments. Our
practice of embedding research students within industry partner organisations continues to
ensure the focus and relevance of our work and provides tangible benefit to the partners.
We thank our students and their supervisors for their exceptional commitment to making this
model work as well as it does.
We are indebted to all of our industry and university partners for the strong support and
patience shown during the year as we ramped up CMCRC3. Thank you. We believe we
have laid the foundation for meeting, indeed exceeding, all of our goals for CMCRC3 and
we look forward to working with you on that journey. We acknowledge and are grateful for
the continued support of the Australian Government through the Cooperative Research
Centres Program.
Comprehensive accounts of our activities, outputs and impacts are presented in this Annual
Report. I am pleased to commend it to you.

Dr David Skellern AO
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2.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ACHIEVEMENTS

Unsurprisingly, given that the CMCRC is an established operation, we made very good
progress delivering against our stated outcomes on Research Program 1 (our Finance
Program) which is essentially an extension of a current research program, albeit one that is
expanding to cover the research-poor area of OTC markets including foreign exchange,
interest rate swaps, debt and property markets. As an example of our work we designed the
functional specifications for a surveillance system for an interest rate swap market seeking
recognition by a US regulator. We were also asked to source a number of research students
to surround the SMARTS surveillance technology for a new international energy regulator, an
arrangement brokered for us by a current industry partner. While such research assignments
are challenging they are essentially an extension of our current knowhow.
More surprising perhaps was the progress achieved on Research Program 2 (our Health
Program) which targets the health domain. This progress can be largely explained by our
experience, in particular, that of a cohesive group of researchers with more than a decade
applying generic skills in data management, mining and visualisation coupled with
outstanding research program leadership of A/Prof Federico Girosi of Western Sydney
University and our established competencies in operating education, research and
commercialisation programs.
In summary during the past year our achievements have been:
1. Successfully translating our core skills in data management, mining and visualisation to
the health domain.
2. Meeting and surpassing our PhD recruitment milestones in both the Finance and
Health programs.
3. Making excellent progress on our commercialisation activities by making our first
external investment and increasing the revenue of our health spin-off to circa $3m.
4. Introducing the first version of Market Quality Dashboard, our financial markets
technology platform to measure the impact of market structure changes.
5. Enhancing our communications with external stakeholders through our YouTube
channel and a substantially upgraded website.
In achieving our objectives I believe it is important to appreciate our modus operandi, which
involves a tight coupling between PhD researchers, our technology platforms and our
commercialisation program. The process usually begins with the CMCRC developing
technology (more often than not, focused in the fraud detection space), and then placing
the technology with our industry partners supported by PhD students who are trained in its
use. This in turn leads to improvements in the bottom lines of our industry partners, which in
turn means that the PhD students build the trust and confidence of their industry partners.
Ultimately, this results in access to unique data sets that encourage first class scholarship 1 as
well as the opportunity to build and sell other technologies. The latter explains the genesis of
the Market Quality Dashboard technology in Research Program 1 and the IPlus technology in
Research Program 2.
It is this modus operandi that has secured an impressive array of new health and finance
partners in CMCRC3 and based on this growth I am confident of meeting our stretch goal of
100 industry funded scholarships by the end of our third term with a value approaching $7m
per annum.
A more detailed listing of activities and outputs are listed below for each of our two main
research programs. This is followed by highlights of our education and commercialisation
programs.
www.cmcrc.com
1

It is noteworthy that in the last five years, CMCRC researchers have secured over 100 articles in the top 12 finance
journals of the world
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Research Program 1 – Financial Market Quality
Research Program 1’s activities aim to facilitate optimal market design through tightly
linking research, education and commercialisation.
To achieve the above outcome the CMCRC committed to engaging in the following
activities. Outcomes to 30 June 2015 are identified alongside these activities:


Recruit, train and deploy PhD students to build capacity in the disciplines important
to Capital Market Design.



As of 30 June 2015 we had surpassed our expectation of recruiting at least 50 PhD
students in this program.



Undertake research to constantly enhance the Market Quality Framework (MQF)
and regulators and exchanges understanding of this framework.



As of 30 June 2015 we had at least 12 short video presentations posted on our
YouTube channel (www.youtube.com/user/capitalmarketscrc) that showcased the
use of the Market Quality Dashboard (MQD) to investigate market design changes in
a range of world marketplaces. This ability to quickly and easily explain the impact of
such changes opens itself to corporates and investors, two new stakeholders groups
we are focusing on in this research endeavour.



Continue to build the data and resources necessary to support the MQF and MQD
in existing and new markets.



As of the 30 June the first commercial data provision contract was signed with
Morningstar, with a similar contract nearing completion with Thomson Reuters. Both
allow us to supply commercial clients with data in concert with the Market Quality
Dashboard.



Build and deploy new technology solutions (Market Quality Dashboard) and
services to existing and new markets.



As of the 30 June, the Market Quality Dashboard version 2 was released to the
marketplace and went into trials at two partner regulators (the OSC in Canada and
the FCA in the United Kingdom) as well as one partner exchange (SGX in Singapore).



Undertake commercialisation activities in-house and with industry partners to
establish, build and monetise spin-off companies.



As of the 30 June, while no commercialisation partner had been found for Market
Quality Dashboard, a range of conversations had taken place with potential
commercial partners suggesting interest in the event of successful commercial trials as
above.

Research Program 2 – Health Market Quality
Research Program 2 ’ s activities target delivery of improved integrity and efficiency of
healthcare services, spanning directly and indirectly all healthcare sectors and all key
actors in the supply chain including policy and compliance agencies, funders, service and
product providers, and consumers. Research, education, development, deployment and
commercialisation is occurring across three tightly coupled streams :
1. Improving and linking data resources, which targets overcoming the systemic
fragmentation of health data;
2. Improving detection and management of fraud, abuse, waste and errors (FAWE),
from the perspective of both cost and health outcomes; and
3. Enhancing consumer decision making and choice.
To achieve the above this program has engaged in the following activities during the initial
(2014-15) year which have led to the linked outcomes:


Recruit and train PhD students i n order to understand and address the key
information-related challenges and opportunities, which then translate into
building capacity in health analytics.

www.cmcrc.com
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By the end of its initial year, the recruitment of PhDs and post-doctoral researchers
had exceeded our Commonwealth milestone by almost 50%.



Build sector-wide data-models and the technical, operational, financial and legal
frameworks and, where appropriate, the infrastructures necessary to maximise
access to and use of data and/or data-related intelligence by all actors in the
healthcare supply chain.



The initial year of the program has seen substantive progress made in this area
through the mapping and in some cases acquisition and hosting of new health datasets in addition to private health insurance data sets already held.



Enhance and build and deploy new technology solutions and services to improve
identification and management of fraud, abuse, waste and errors (FAWE) across
the health sector.



Over the past year our work with technology industry partner, Lorica Health, has
assisted in expanding the company’s reach into new areas of health outside of the
company’s traditional base in private health insurance. Within CMCRC, foundational
work has commenced on mapping new analytics solutions including those targeted
at consumers and certain classes of healthcare service providers.



Design and deploy the technology solutions and services to enhance performance
management and consumer healthcare outcomes through benchmarking provider
performance, improving understanding and visibility of clinical efficacy, and
strengthening the evidence base for clinical practice to, among other goals, assist
in identifying unnecessary health procedures.



Over the past year our collaboration with Lorica Health has seen the broadening of
their offerings to encompass quality-of-care analytics, which have been deployed
into a range of public hospitals under the auspices of a federal government agency.
Within our core research program we have also initiated over 20 industry-centred
research projects that will provide the insights to drive our development of next
generation healthcare analytics.



Undertake commercialisation activities to establish, build and monetarise spin-off
companies.



As noted above, our close collaboration with technology industry partner, Lorica
Health, has assisted the company in becoming increasingly successful within Australia
and establishing the reputation and resource base to support international expansion.
Foundational work has commenced on the commercialisation program for new and
emerging innovations from this program.

Education Program
We have ended this first year of CMCRC3 with 48 PhD student equivalents made up of 43
PhDs, three Masters and one Postdoc (equivalent to two PhDs). In addition we have 25 PhD
students and nine Postdocs in the process of enrolment, giving a total 81 PhD student
equivalents. This compares to our CRC Program milestone target of 75. As a result we
confidently expect to reach 100 PhD equivalents in 2016/17. Much of this growth will be due
to the release of our new technology in the Finance domain referred to as the Market Quality
Dashboard (MQD) and the ability to surround this new technology at industry partners’ offices
with a range of new PhDs. MQD combines the notion of efficiency with market integrity
(arising from our fraud product) in the one technology, resulting in the ability to estimate the
impact of market structure changes in a fraction of the time it currently takes.

www.cmcrc.com
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This approach has two advantages. It enables our industry partners to appreciate the
impact of market structure changes in days rather than months allowing them to respond
more quickly to decisions on market structure that turn out to negatively impact market
quality. This in turn reduces the cost of capital for corporates and the cost of trading for
investors. Second, it allows the core empirical work for academic research papers to be
produced in days rather than weeks. For traditional academics this increases their quality
and quantity of output. For industry orientated academics, such as those attached to the
CMCRC program, it provides more time to consider the needs of the industry partners, which
in turn makes the partners more willing to fund PhD scholarships. The overall outcome is what
the CMCRC terms “sustainable scholarship”, in which there is much less call for government
funding, though a sufficient amount of alternative funds (arising from the commercialisation
program), to ensure that there remains a healthy balance between university and industry
funding.
Commercialisation Program
Beyond maximising research translation/utilisation, a key goal of the commercialisation
program is to enable us to replace average Commonwealth funding of $5m per annum 2
post 30 June 2019.
At this stage I am confident that we will be fully self-funding by the end of our term. Our spinoff company Lorica Health goes from strength to strength 3 and has the potential to generate
the required entire investment returns that will lead to self-sufficiency. However, in the
interests of broadening our investment risk exposure, we have been actively targeting
strategic stakes in early stage companies in the finance and health technology areas. One
venture, DigiCash, involves issuing a new digital currency, trials of which will commence in
late 2015. Another, DealMax, a technology-services company is aimed at disrupting the
mortgage markets to provide Australians with the cheapest home loans possible. Investment
in this company fits three key additional criteria for investment by the CMCRC. All our
investments must enhance the transparency of the marketplace in which we invest. They also
need to lead to lower transaction costs without compromising the integrity of the
marketplace. Third, investment must also provide access to new data that will enable staff in
the CMCRC with their core skills in data management, mining and visualisation to add value
to the business.
2.2

IMPACTS

Our tightly coupled education and research programs continue to deliver highly skilled PhD
graduates to industry, and to a lesser extent, academia, thereby perpetuating the impacts
that these people will have. It is important to note that upon graduation, CMCRC PhDs have
spent at least 18 months embedded in industry as well as learning ‘hard edged’ analytical
and translational skills. As noted above, in a world that is finally appreciating the power of
data analytics, the contribution of these graduates to the ongoing growth of their employers’
businesses is significant.
Our research program in Finance is beginning to deliver to key market actors, including
regulators and exchanges, the capacity to continuously track changes in market rules, thus
changing what has traditionally been an intellectual, and at times, ‘seat-of-the-pants’
approach to this vital area that impacts the wealth of investors and nations. We anticipate
that the expansion of our programs into the areas of non-exchange-traded markets (e.g.
energy) and digital currency will bring an increasing analytics-based rigour to these areas.

www.cmcrc.com
2

At 8% per annum our aim is to have $60m in our commercialisation vehicle by the end of 2019. Note that we have
secured $15m to date and are actively reinvesting these monies in third party ventures such as DealMax a
company chosen in line with our broad mandate to bring transparency and efficiency to marketplaces, in this
case the mortgage market.

3

In 2015 revenue has reached circa $3m with 30 fulltime staff positions created.
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Our research program in Health has amplified the impacts that our spin-off company, Lorica
Health has already had on the business of 30 private health insurers and their circa 8 million
members. One area worthy of note is that of the prevention of low value care, a shared
objective of both private and public health organisations. CMCRC-linked supervisors and
students are directly linked to private and public-health initiatives that are targeting this area.
As an effective solution requires the acquiescence of consumers, the CMCRC’s active
consumer empowerment R&D activities have started to play a key part in ensuring that
impacts are broadly based.
We have always sought to amplify our research and development efforts through active
collaboration with important research bodies. Over the past year we have continued our
collaboration with SIRCA and the Centre for International Finance and Regulation (CIFR). We
have also expanded our collaboration to encompass the CRC for Spatial Information and a
number of Health research bodies, as well as becoming a foundational research partner of
the Knowledge Economy Institute (Kei). Kei, is an innovative Internet of Things (IoT) hub,
supported by industry and the Commonwealth and NSW Governments.
In conclusion it is worth highlighting the impacts of our programs on the fortunes of regional
academic and industry partners, given that this is an important focus of CMCRC3. By
collaborating with regional universities in NSW and Victoria, we have exposed both their
students and supervisors, to globally-centred programs. It is pleasing to note that one of our
regional PhD students has been selected to work with our largest Finance industry partner,
New York-based NASDAQ.
2.3

RISKS AND IMPEDIMENTS

As noted by the Chair, the CMCRC governance framework, management structure and
planning, as well as active monitoring and reporting across all programs enables us to identify
and manage risks and impediments.
Notwithstanding our successes, we have had to encounter and resolve a few challenges,
one of note being that at the request of health partners we sought and gained permission
from the CRC program to substitute Postdoctoral researchers for PhDs with a funding
equivalence of two PhDs equivalent to one Postdoc. Nine Postdocs have now been hired as
of the writing of this report, 90% of whom have been placed in the Health program.
An impediment that blunts the maximisation of education, research and commercialisation,
in what are essentially data analytics research programs, is the fragmentation of data and
the legal, ownership and commercial barriers that not only impede but in some cases
prohibit, the joining-up and/or use of this data. This is particularly true in relation to the
Australian Health market, and its impact is to entrench inefficiencies and reduce competition
leading to compromised health outcomes, significant wastage and higher costs. We are
hoping that recent moves by the Australian and NSW Governments in these areas mark the
beginning of a more rational, risk-managed approach to this most important area.
2.4

END-USER ENVIRONMENT AND SME ENGAGEMENT

The CMCRC’s programs align well with the end-user environments in both Health and
Finance, and our practice of embedding researchers within industry partner organisations
continues to ensure that the focus and relevance of our work is constantly on-show and up to
being challenged, where necessary.
The dramatic growth of both private and public sector interest and investment in Big Data
Analytics has placed the CMCRC square and centre in relation to both the tactical and
strategic requirements of our industry partners. The CMCRC’s almost 15-year track record in
this area has allowed for a more mature and nuanced approach to be taken to what is
inevitably an overheated and overblown field that can promise far more than it can deliver.

www.cmcrc.com
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While our focus on enhancing the performance of industries dominated by large players
means that our limited resources have had to concentrate our activities on the large players,
we have nonetheless significantly expanded participation by SMEs. In the Finance program
this includes providing assistance to start up enterprises such as new exchanges. To this end
we have actively supported Chi-X in Australia with access to our Market Quality Dashboard.
We are also working with Chi-X Canada and the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators based in Slovenia, which is a start-up regulator for energy markets in Europe. They
are using the SMARTS technology and expect to deploy our students around the technology.
In the new Health program our industry partnerships include 29 small to medium health
insurers as well as two small technology companies.
On the other side of the ledger we are working with a number of regional universities
including the University of Southern Cross and Federation University by funding and assigning
co-supervisors from the more established universities.
2.5

CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

I am fortunate to lead a group of talented individuals whose time commitment never ceases
to amaze me. From the Board, to the senior management team to their individual team
members, we are all engaged as a cohesive group in a task that will in my opinion benefit
our industry and academic partners as well as the broader communities in health and
finance well beyond the life of the CMCRC. As such, it is not so much a job for me but a
pleasure and accordingly I would like to express my gratitude to the whole team.
I would like however to acknowledge the Chair of CMCRC, Dr David Skellern and the Chair of
Capital Market Technologies (CMCRC’s commercialisation arm) Dr Andreas Furche. Their
good guidance has made my job a lot easier. Once again I would also like to thank our
COO and CIO, Mr David Jonas and Dr Shan Ji, respectively. They are my effective left and
right hands. David is the driving force behind the health program and Shan (a former PhD
student of the program) now runs the central development team, essential to our ability to
build in-house technologies such as those underpinning the Market Quality Dashboard.
I would also like to thank the head of our regulatory and consulting practice Ms Ann Leduc
who always has my back and our CFO Ms Annette Tello who works tirelessly for the group.
It would be remiss of me also not to acknowledge the longest serving employee of the
CMCRC, and my personal assistant, Ms. Pauline Bradley, who will leave the CMCRC’s
employment at the end of the year. Thank you Pauline, and thank you one and all for the
sterling work you do to make the CMCRC one of the most innovative organisations in
Australia.

Professor Michael Aitken, AM
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3

PARTICIPANTS

Details of the CMCRC Participants during the reporting period are provided below.
3.1

ESSENTIAL & OTHER PARTICIPANTS

Table 1 CMCRC – Participants during the reporting period
ESSENTIAL PARTICIPANTS

ABN

Capita l Markets Foundation Limited

Organisation type

17 164 181 177

Industry/Private User

Lorica Health Pty Limited

50 107 188 974

Industry/Private User

Financial Conduct Authority

International

Other

Fondazione European Capital Markets CRC

International

Industry/Private User

HAMBS Systems Limited

44 053 315 772

Industry/Private User

Macquarie University

90 952 801 237

University

NASDAQ OMX New York

International

Industry/Private User

NASDAQ OMX Sweden

International

Industry/Private User

NSW Health

92 697 899 630

NSW State Govt

Securities Industry Research Centre of Asia
Pacific Limited

35 080 496 993

Industry/Private User

Singapore Exchange Limited

International

Industry/Private User

Transport Accident Commission

22 033 947 623

VIC State Govt

University of New South Wales

57 195 873 179

University

University of Sydney

15 211 513 464

University

University of Technology , Sydney

77 257 686 961

University

University of Western Sydney

53 014 069 881

University

OTHER PARTICIPANTS

ABN

ORGANISATION TYPE

Southern Cross University

41 995 651 524

University

University of South Australia

37 191 313 308

University

Federation University

51 818 692 256

Australian Crime Commission

11 259 448 410

Australian Health Service Alliance Limited

75 062 860 584

www.cmcrc.com
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Ontario Securities Commission

International

BT Financial Group

38 087 480 331

Chi-X Australia Pty Ltd

47 129 584 667

Centre for International Finance and Regulation

57 195 873 179

National Health Performance Authority

19 620 357 003

Macquarie Securities

58 002 832 126

Financial Services Council

82 080 744 163

RF Capital Pty Ltd

68 006 282 878

RP Data Pty Ltd

67 087 759 171

Capital Markets Consulting Pty Ltd

16 141 502 712

Medibank Private Limited

47 080 890 259

Health Roundtable

71 071 387 436

3.2

Other
Industry/Private User
Industry/Private User
Centre of Excellence
Govt Authority
Industry/Private User
Industry/Private User
Industry/Private User
Industry/Private User
Industry/Private User
Industry/Private User

Industry/Private User

CHANGES TO PARTICIPANTS

Table 2 Changes to Participants
Participants Name
ASIC
CMC Insurance Solutions Pty Ltd

4

Retiring, withdrawing or new/other
change
Withdrew
Name change to Lorica Health Pty
Ltd

Department approval
Yes (2015 Variation)
Yes (2015 Variation)

GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

4.1
4.1.1

GOVERNANCE
Governance – Board, committees and key staff

The management and governance structure has been established consistent with structures
set out in the Commonwealth and Participants Agreements, under which the CRC has been
created. The group structure as at 30 June 2015 is set out in the figure below.
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Figure 1 Group structure of CRC as at 30 June 2015

Capital Markets
CRC Limited

Capital Markets
Foundation
Limited 100%

Lorica Health Pty
Ltd 59.3%

Capital Markets
Technologies Pty
Ltd 98.95%

Capital Markets
Consulting Pty
Ltd 82%

Capital Markets
Technologies 3
Pty Ltd 100%

AcAS Pty Ltd
82%

Tradelab Pty Ltd
100%

Capital Markets CRC maintains its tax-free, charitable institution status and has undergone no
major changes in its structure besides the formation of a 100% owned subsidiary, Capital
Markets Technologies 3 Pty Ltd.
4.1.2

CEO, Board and committee members in FY2015

Table 3: List of board & committee members serving during the year ended 30 June 2015
Name

Organisation

CRC Position / Role

Directors
Dr David Skellern

Independent

Dr Andreas Furche

Independent

Professor Mary O’Kane

Independent

Director
Co-Chair Education & Research Committee

Professor Christine Bennett

Independent

Director

Dr Katherine Woodthorpe

Dr Robert Lang

Director/ Chair of CMCRC
Co-Chair Education & Research Committee
Director of CMT/IP Committee
Chair of Nominating Committee
Chair of Chairman’s Committee
Chair of HR Committee
Audit & Risk Review Committee
Director/Deputy Chair of CMCRC
Director/Chair of CMT/IP Committee

Independent

International Industry Representative

www.cmcrc.com

Director
HR Committee
Education & Research Committee
Director
Director of CMT/IP Committee
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Professor Stephen Taylor

University of Technology, Sydney

Director
Chair of Audit & Risk Review Committee

Mr Blair McRae

University of Technology, Sydney

Alternate Director to Prof Taylor
Audit & Risk Review Committee

Macquarie University

Chief Executive Officer
Chairman’s Committee
HR Committee
Education & Research Committee

CEO
Professor Michael Aitken

4.1.3

Key skills of Board and committee members

Dr David Skellern AO, Chairman
Dr Skellern worked in radio astronomy for 10 years and taught electronics at Sydney and
Macquarie Universities for 16 years before coming to prominence in the IT industry through
Radiata, which he co-founded in 1997. Built on joint research done by Macquarie University
and the CSIRO, the company demonstrated the World’s first chip-set implementation of the
54Mbit/s IEEE 802.11 – high speed WLAN standard. Radiata was sold to US giant Cisco
Systems in 2001 for $565 million. Dr Skellern joined the board of National ICT Australia in 2003
and became its Chief Executive Officer in 2005.
Dr Andreas Furche, Deputy Chair
Dr Furche has been involved in the development of financial technology start-up companies
for 20 years, in Australia, the USA, and Europe. As CEO of SMARTS, the globally leading
market surveillance company, he led the development of the business, which was grown out
of CMCRC and acquired by NASDAQ OMX in 2010. He developed CMCRC's original
commercialisation strategy in 2003, and was involved in the development of a number of
other start-up businesses within CMCRC. This includes the forerunner to current spin-off Lorica
Health, Australia's leading provider of fraud and error detection in health insurance claims, of
which Andreas is now Chairman.
Prior to his involvement with CMCRC, Andreas was a Partner in Electronic Trading Concepts,
which was sold to Securenet in 2000. In the 1990s, he worked as a software developer and
project manager on the development and deployment of expert systems. Andreas was also
deeply involved in one of the most interesting commercial failures of the early Internet – the
attempt to bring electronic cash into global circulation with DigiCash in the mid to late 1990s.
Electronic cash remains a favourite topic of his.
Emeritus Professor Mary O’Kane, Director
Professor O’Kane is NSW Chief Scientist and Engineer and is Executive Chairman of Mary
O’Kane & Associates Pty Ltd, a Sydney-based company that advises governments,
universities and the private sector on innovation, research, education and development.
Professor O’Kane was Vice-Chancellor of the University of Adelaide from 1996-2001 and has
served on many boards and committees in the public and private sectors, nationally and
internationally.
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Professor Christine Bennett AO, FRACP, Director
Professor Bennett is the Dean of the School of Medicine at The University of Notre Dame in
Sydney. She is a specialist paediatrician, a Fellow of the Royal Australasian College of
Physicians, the former Chair of the National Health and Hospitals Reform Commission and the
former Chief Medical Officer for Bupa Australia Group. Professor Bennett’s experience has
included being CEO of Research Australia, CEO of Westmead Hospital, and General
Manager for the Royal Hospital for Women and Head of Planning in NSW Health. Professor
Bennett currently serves on more than seven boards in the public, private and not-for-profit
sectors.
Dr Katherine Woodthorpe, Director
Dr Katherine Woodthorpe is non-executive Director on a number of different boards in the
technology space and prior to this position, was the Chief Executive of AVCAL, the Australian
Private Equity and Venture Capital Association for seven years. Dr Woodthorpe has
experience, expertise and track record in public affairs including media and government
relations. She has deep knowledge of the private equity industry and the superannuation
industry in the financial sector and a strong track record in a broad range of technology
orientated industries including mining and healthcare. Dr Woodthorpe has been cited in
various media as one of Australia’s most influential people in innovation and has a track
record for commercialisation.
Dr Robert Lang, Director
Dr Lang is the Head of the SMARTS and TradeGuard Businesses within NASDAQ OMX and is
responsible for the Sales, Business and Product Development of the Surveillance and
Compliance product offerings from NASDAQ OMX. From 2007 to 2013, Dr Lang led the
technology and software development for all SMARTS products as CTO, before transitioning
to the business side. Prior to joining SMARTS in January 2007, Dr Lang spent 10 years in various
technology management roles mostly in Silicon Valley, California, producing hardware
products in the computer graphics and image processing industry, most notably for Silicon
Graphics and Nvidia. He specialises in technology management, product development,
prototype engineering and innovation. Dr Lang received a PhD in Computer Engineering
from Newcastle University in Australia in 1996.
Professor Stephen Taylor, Director
Professor Taylor is Professor of Financial Accounting and Associate Dean (Research) in the
Business School at the University of Technology, Sydney, which he joined in June 2008. He has
wide experience teaching in the areas of accounting-based valuation models, investment
analysis and financial reporting. He has been a presenter in many executive education
courses, has provided expert advice to a wide range of private and public sector
organisations, including the role of expert witness and also co-ordinated the research
program established by ASIC to undertake a statutory review of the Enhanced (Continuous)
Disclosure Regime.
Mr Blair McRae FCPA, Alternate Director
Mr McRae is a Fellow of the Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants, Chartered
Accountants and is a Graduate of the Australian Institute of Company Directors. He has
been involved with implementing large financial management systems for private and public
sector entities and has consulted for the World Bank on financial systems, management
reform and costing. Mr McRae currently holds the position of Commercial Director of UTS
Commercial and Managing Director of accessUTS Pty Ltd.
4.1.4

Board retirements and appointments during the year

There were no board appointments or retirements during the year.
www.cmcrc.com
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4.1.5

Board of Directors meetings

The attendance of Board members at Board meetings is outlined in the table below.
Table 4 Board of Directors meetings, dates and attendance
20 Aug
2014

Director

24 Oct
2014

17 Mar
2015

10 Dec
2014

28 May
2015

Total

Eligible to
attend

D. Skellern

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

4

5

A. Furche

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

5

5

Y

Y

Y

5

5

N

M. O'Kane

Y

Y

C.Bennett

Y

Y

Y

Y

4

5

K Woodthorpe

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

5

5

Y

4

5

4

4

1

1

32

35

R.Lang

Y

Y

Y

N

S.Taylor

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

7

6

5

B. McRae (Alt)
Total

4.1.6

Y
7

7

Function and Reporting Arrangements of Committees

The following is a summary of the committees established by the Board of Directors, and their
relevant functions and frequency of meeting and attendance:
Audit & Risk Review Committee


Review and monitor the integrity of the CMCRC Group’s financial reports and
statements



Review and make recommendations regarding the adequacy and integrity of the
CMCRC Group’s risk management controls



Review whether the CMCRC Group is in compliance with the Commonwealth
Agreement and the Participants Agreement



Review whether the CMCRC Group is in compliance with relevant laws and
regulations



Monitor the performance and independence of the external auditor.

Education & Research Committee


Establish policy and procedures in relation to developing education and training
programs of the Centre and organise the review and evaluation of those programs



Assist management in liaising with Universities to gain advice on the education and
training programs



Ensure there are clearly defined strategy and outputs for recommended education
and training programs



Oversee the PhD Scholarship allocation process



Provide advice to the Board on whether and how education and training programs
are consistent with the Centre’s strategy



Develop and maintain a research evaluation process for the Centre including:



-

A policy to conduct a quarterly internal review of projects

-

A detailed six monthly report for consideration by the Committee

-

An external independent review as may be required by the Board from time to
time

Evaluation and selection of new research projects (as may be funded by surpluses
from time to time).
www.cmcrc.com
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HR Committee


Attract, retain and motivate high calibre executives so as to encourage enhanced
performance of CMCRC



Ensure that human resourcing is appropriate to meet the needs of CMCRC



Establish and monitor remuneration arrangements that motivate staff to pursue the
long-term objectives of CMCRC



Ensure that CMCRC has an appropriate risk management framework and review and
make recommendations to the Board on the CRC’s compliance with legislative
requirements



Ensure that there are appropriate succession plans in place and knowledge sharing.

Chairman’s Committee



To act on behalf of the Board as and when specific delegations are conferred upon it
by the Board
To act on behalf of the Board between scheduled Board meetings, save for those
matters specifically reserved to the Board, when, in exceptional circumstances, it is
not possible or practicable to convene a meeting of the Board.

IP Committee/CMT Board


Responsible for establishing procedures to record and protect IP and that the relevant
processes for recording and protection of IP have been adhered to



Review of processes for approval of commercialisation of projects



Responsibility for reviewing and recommending to the Board all commercialisation
budgets on project.

Nominating Committee


Consider and nominate qualified candidates for appointment or election to the
Board, as Independent Directors or as directors who have been proposed by
University or Industry Participants



Ensure the Board when fully constituted includes persons with relevant expertise and
experience including corporate governance, commercialisation of Intellectual
Property, public and private sector investment, research and development activities
in private and public sectors, education and training, risk management and
commercial business experience, such as legal, accounting, finance or economics.

Table 5 Frequency of meeting and attendance
Audit & Risk
D.
Skellern
(Director)
M.
O'Kane
(Director)
A.
Furche
(Director)
C.
Bennett
(Director)
K.
Woodthorpe
(Director)
R.
Lang
(Director)
S.
Taylor
(Director)
B.
McRae

2

2

Education &
Research
3

4

3

4

4

2

2

2

2

3

4

Human
Resources
2

2

2

Chairman's

Nominating

IP & Commercialisation

2

2

1

1

7

8

2

2

1

1

8

8

6

7

2

4
2

2
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Audit & Risk

Education &
Research

Human
Resources

Chairman's

IP & Commercialisation

Nominating

(Director)
A. Castagna
(CMT
Advisor)
C.
Beare
(CMT
Director)
M
Aitken
2
2
1
4
2
2
2
2
(CEO)
Number
of
meetings
2
4
2
2
held
A = Number of meetings attended; B = Number of meetings eligible to attend

1

1

6

8

8

8

8

8

1

8

Committees are responsible to the Board and minutes from all Committee meetings are
tabled at the following Board of Directors meeting.
4.2

MANAGEMENT

4.2.1

Key staff

Table 6 Key staff
Name

Organisation

CRC position/role

Time committed

Prof Michael Aitken

Macquarie University

Chief Executive Officer

100%

Mr David Jonas

Capital Markets CRC

Chief Operating Officer

100%

Ms Annette Tello

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Finance and Administration

100%

Ms Ann Leduc

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Consulting

100%

Dr Shan Ji

Capital Markets CRC

Chief Information Officer

100%

Dr Steve Clark

Capital Markets CRC

Head of Education

100%

Prof Andrew Lepone

Macquarie University

Head of Partner Engagement

30%

Dr Vito Mollica

Macquarie University

Head of Marketing and Communications

30%

4.2.2

Program leaders as at 30 June 2015

Table 7 Specified personnel – Program leaders
Name

Organisation

CRC Position/Role

Prof Michael Aitken

Macquarie University

CEO & Head of Research Program 1
Financial Markets Quality

assisted by:

Macquarie University

Assistant Program Leader

Prof Alex Frino

Macquarie University

Prof
Lepone

Assistant Program Leader

Time
Committed
40%
25%
30%

Andrew
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Name
Mr David Jonas

Organisation

CRC Position/Role

CMCRC

COO & Head of Research Program 2
Health Markets Quality

Western Sydney University

Head of Research for Program 2

100%

CMCRC

Head of Education

100%

assisted by:
A-Prof
Girosi

Federico

Dr Steve Clark

4.2.3

Time
Committed
100%

Financial management

During the financial year ended 30 June 2015, the CMCRC generated a surplus of $2.83m
from revenues (excluding in-kind contributions) totalling in excess of $10.83m calculated on
an accruals basis. In the area of revenue, contributions received fell short of budget by $254k
while other income (interest) was higher than expected. Expenses fell short in the Research
sector due to the slight delay in establishing projects with new industry partners. In other
areas expenses approximated budget.
Cash contributions received amounted to $9.85m against a budgeted $10.10m for the year.
This variance was due almost entirely due to timing differences.
The CRC stands in a favourable position in terms of working capital of $2.0m, with a current
ratio of 1.5.
Table 8 Contributions & Other Revenue (excluding In-kind Contributions)
ACTUAL INVOICED
$’000

CASH RECEIVED
$’000

Government – CRC Programme Funding

4,008

4,008

4,008

0

Essential University Participants

1,315

1,125

1,230

(105)

Essential Industry Participants

3,185

3,102

3,285

(183)

Other Participants

1,910

1,614

1,580

34

Total Contributions

10,418

9,849

10,103

(254)

309

309

0

309

10,727
ACTUAL INVOICED
$’000

10,158
CASH RECEIVED
$’000

10,103
DIIS BUDGET
$’000

55
VARIANCE
$’000

Government – CRC Programme Funding

4,008

4,008

4,008

0

Essential University Participants

1,315

1,125

1,230

(105)

Essential Industry Participants

3,185

3,102

3,285

(183)

Other Participants

1,910

1,614

1,580

34

Total Contributions

10,418

9,849

10,103

(254)

309

309

0

309

Other Cash Resources
Total Revenues

Other Cash Resources

4.2.4

DIIS BUDGET
$’000

VARIANCE
$’000

Communications Management

Objectives
The CMCRC’s communication strategies, are designed to keep participants and key
stakeholders abreast of the ongoing activities pertinent to the CMCRC’s objectives and
operations, and to maintain and enhance the CMCRC’s profile as a world-leading research
and training organisation focused on Assuring Market Quality in Finance and Health markets.
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The communication strategies and activities are broadly divided between (i) internal
communication, promoting and assisting collaborative interaction between the stakeholders
involved in a number of the CMCRC’s programs and projects and (ii) external
communication, aimed at publishing results of our research and promoting our success stories
to the general audience, both in Australia and internationally.
Communication for our organisation is particularly important due to the collaborative nature
of our structures and activities. As such, internal and external communications are firmly
aligned with the key objectives of the CMCRC.
Target audience and targeted messages
Our communication strategy and activities in this segment are geared towards ensuring full
transparency of the decision making process within the organisation.
Internally, the communication strategy is focused on co-ordination of activities between
students and their academic and industry supervisors, universities, industry partners and
CMCRC staff, management, committees and other bodies. These activities are aimed at
ensuring smooth execution and commercialisation of research projects, publication of
related research papers, regular updates and optimisation of activities executed jointly with
industry partners and universities.
The CMCRC’s external communication strategy is concentrated on ensuring that the CMCRC
is consistently presented to users of its services and products, industry representatives, policy
makers and the general public as a leading collaborative research institution bringing
together the best in innovative research, data and technology to the Finance and Health
market domains. CMCRC takes a global perspective with researchers based around the
world who bring those findings back to Australia to develop models or products that other
nations may want to invest in.
CMCRC has ensured all of its external communications emphasise that its research is funded
from pooled funding and not sponsored by individuals, companies or institutions. To address
its prime goal of industry relevance, industry partners have a major role in the research
questions the CMCRC addresses. Academics have primary control over the research design
and therefore the results.
Tools, activities and resources
The Centre places a high level of importance on the effectiveness of its internal
communications. Email, intranet as well as regular and ad-hoc meetings at CMCRC or at the
stakeholders’ locations are very effective and are chiefly used to keep all CMCRC
stakeholders well informed about all aspects of the CMCRC.
Regular weekly management meetings, informal monthly meetings, formal staff meetings
and off-site strategy and team-building days are conducted throughout the year to ensure
staff, postgraduate students and participants are well informed about the challenges ahead
and to identify further research collaborations.
Regular meetings have been established between industry supervisor, academic supervisor
and postgraduate students to ensure appropriate reporting on the progress of research and
commercialisation activities. Attention is particularly given to our students conducting their
research projects at the sites of our international partners. To facilitate communication with
our students on overseas assignments, participating universities and industry partners have
been assigned dedicated senior staff partners responsible for coordinating academic,
educational and commercial activities with the assigned institutions. In addition a register of
all student projects, academic and industry, is maintained and reviewed to identify internal or
external communications.
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In the reporting period a total rebranding and website development exercise was undertake.
Significant changes were made in order to ensure the centre appeals to potential students,
researchers and industry partners in the health and finance domains, equally. The objective
is to showcase the CMCRC as a technology leader in big data, institution building and
research and innovation. The new site brings together all the activities of the CMCRC under
one banner: research in finance and health, education, commercialisation and
development, consulting and investment. The new website architecture is focused on driving
visitors via channels which align with the strategic vision of the CMCRC to bring together
intellectual capital, data and technology to deliver scholarship and commercial outcomes.
The CMCRC in 2014-2015 continued to make use of social media outlets to promote the
technology developed at the CMCRC and showcase the research of PhD candidates and
supervisors surrounding the public debate in capital and health market quality. Over the
year, 17 videos with over 6,681 views were broadcast broadening the CMCRC’s
communication outlets beyond academic journals and traditional print media.
To ensure maximum impact across all audiences, the content of each CMCRC research
project is presented in four forms: (1) complete academic study (2) high level summary
focused on discussion around policy and or industry implications (3) video and (4) press
release for media outlets. Research staff, supervisors and PhD candidates receive training to
be able to actively contribute to the process with at least 18 pieces published online in the
financial year.
The Centre’s external communication activities are designed to showcase the CMCRC’s
success in Australia and overseas. These activities include conferences and events, media
coverage and direct contact from CMCRC staff. The CMCRC sponsored various events
during the year to communicate its message, develop relationships and collaborate with its
stakeholders:










June 2015, CMCRC Student recruitment and information event.
May 2015, CRC Association Keynote address on Australia 2040.
March 2015, sponsor of FinTech Hub Stone and Chalk.
February 2015 The Machine learning School.
December 2014 HAMBS Annual Conference, key note address on Health Market
leakage and misuse delivered by Professor Federico Girosi and David Jonas
November 2014 Special address MondoVisione’s Exchange Forum special address by
Professor Michael Aitken on the application of the Market Quality Dashboard for
regulators and exchanges
November 2014 co-hosted Young Research Information Sessions at KPMG (CIFRCMCRC)
July 2014 the Centre sponsored the Behavioural Finance and Capital Markets
Conference, Adelaide.

Staff presented at 17 scientific conferences during the reporting period under the auspices of
the Centre, generated 174 journal articles, two books and 26 conference proceedings.
Senior CMCRC staff travel on a regular basis within Australia and internationally to promote
the Centre’s research with interest groups and potential partners, in addition to further
enhance relations with existing industry and university partners.
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The CMCRC was both proactive and reactive in the media, recognised as one of the world’s
leading authorities on capital market research, with media releases on topics including:
market quality, high-frequency trading, fraud, technology, health, insurance and
competition. More than 20 media outlets have included coverage of CMCRC research and
collaborative efforts including: The Australian, Australian Financial Review, Business Spectator,
Trade News, Know How, TABB Forum, Automated Trader, KnowHow, Traders, Marketing Mag,
The Trade, Global Custodian, Money Management, Financial Standard and MondoVisione, a
total of 63 news releases. The CMCRC envisages replicating this success in the Health market
domain as research projects are completed in 2015-2016. The Centre’s website maintains a
record of all press releases and publishes on a regular basis the research activities across the
various domains.
4.2.5

Intellectual property management

The CMCRC ensures that appropriate Intellectual Property (IP) detection and protection
measures are in place to allow for successful commercialisation and/or technology transfer of
our research and development output. The commercial value of CMCRC research and
development is attested to by the fact that CMCRC has a track record of successfully
commercialising technology and to providing an environment which encourages the
creation and development of innovative ideas and solutions.
4.2.6

Existing intellectual property pieces

Market Quality Dashboard
The Market Quality Dashboard (MQD) was registered as a CMCRC IP in November 2013. The
MQD is a web-based tool that allows users to assess the impact of market design changes on
market quality in a streamlined approach. The MQD has been rolled out to four industry
partners of the CMCRC and also widely used by our researchers and PhD students.
Computable News System
The Computable News System was registered as a CMCRC IP in July 2014. The system can
provide exceptionally accurate entity recognition and summary to unstructured text data in
any size.
Securities Market Order Book Simulator
The Securities Market Order Book Simulator (OB Simulator) was registered as CMCRC IP in
February 2012. The OB Simulator is an analytical tool that assesses the potential impact of
orders/trades from a particular trader on the overall market. It has been successfully applied
in a series of expert witness cases the CMCRC experts were engaged.
Impact Analysis Tool for Profit Warnings issued by Listed Companies
The Impact Analysis Tool for Profit Warnings issued by Listed Companies (PW Analysis Tool) was
registered as CMCRC IP in November 2011. The PW Analysis Tool issues computerised alerts
when a listed company does not disclose profit warnings to the public on a timely basis,
which would cause unnecessary price volatility in the market. The PW Analysis Tool is currently
on trial with data from the Australian Securities Exchange.
Market Quality Assessment Metrics
The Market Quality Assessment Metrics (MQ metrics) were registered as CMCRC IP in August
2011. The MQ metrics provide a quantitative assessment of market efficiency, market
integrity and systemic risk across global securities markets. The outputs from the MQ metrics
have been applied by CMCRC’s regulator partners in the process of evidence-based policy
making. The five key MQ metrics are listed below.
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Information Leakage Metric



Dislocation of End of Day Price Metric



Broker-client Conflict Metric



Systemic Risk Metric



Intra-market price discovery metric

Trade execution, Arbitrage and Dealing Laboratory
Trade execution, Arbitrage and Dealing Laboratory (TrADeLab) was registered as CMCRC IP
in July 2008. TrADeLab is a web-delivered software system that allows students via interactive
classroom simulations, to practice their understanding of the theory and practice of:




Trade execution
Arbitrage and
Market making

The software is web-enabled and can be accessed on any Internet-connected platform
without the need to install any software. TrADeLab replays a trading session using real
historical data, and allows subjects to submit orders and interact with the market. Under the
control of an instructor, datasets for different "games" can be loaded.
Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services solution
Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services (HIBIS) was registered as CMCRC IP in July 2010
and was novated to subsidiary company, Lorica Health, in 2012. HIBIS provides advanced
surveillance, analytical and predictive solutions and services to enhance claims processing in
the private and public health insurance sectors, work cover and third party personal
accident sectors.
HIBIS’s main offering is a hosted service that imports and processes insurer data allowing
online analysis through a sophisticated, browser based, claims alert explorer capability. This
solution is currently used by over 90% of Australia’s private health insurers.
Whilst the service is tailored for each client, the intention is to provide, “shared learning” for
insurers which is an approach that has been applied extremely successfully by previous
CMCRC spin-offs – e.g. in IT solutions for the stockbroking community across the globe.
IPlus
IPlus was registered as CMCRC IP in April 2014. It is an advanced analytical solution that
provides identification of outlier admissions in which the costs (hospital, doctor, prosthetics)
and length of stay in hospital are greater than the forecast produced via one of the
thousands of models embedded in the solution. It has been used to support a range of
assignments conducted by our subsidiary, Lorica Health, with national public health sector
organisations, and has started to be used within CMCRC’s new Health Market Quality
research program.
4.2.7

CMCRC IP management procedure

This procedure describes the CMCRC’s approach to the identification, management and
commercialisation of intellectual property that arises from research and development.
Table 9 CMCRC IP procedures
Procedure
Identification of IP

Responsibility
The research committee of the CMCRC reviews and scrutinises ongoing CMCRC
research output and where appropriate, the committee makes recommendations
for consideration and assessment as to the potential commercialisation of IP.
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Protection of IP
Ownership of IP

Assessment of existing IP

Management of IP

Sharing of benefits
Transparency and Reporting
Potential conflict of interest

5
5.1

An IP Register database has been created which all participants in CMCRC are
required to use for disclosing or registering IP, both prior and newly created.
The participant and project agreements entered into between CMCRC and industry
partners regulate IP ownership and commercialisation rights. The general position is
that:
1)
All developments of IP are either the absolute property of CMCRC or are
co-owned by CMCRC and the industry partner. In all cases CMCRC has the rights to
use IP for research purposes and the industry partner has the right to use IP within its
own business. The exclusive right to commercialise IP is usually held by CMCRC or is
shared between CMCRC and the industry partner on an agreed basis. In general IP
and commercialisation rights vest without requiring further formality;
2)
The CMCRC and its industry partners agree to do all things necessary,
including executing any documentation, and requiring any independent
contractors to assign their rights to protect the IP assignment granted in 1).
Since the policies of the CRC’s university participants dictate that students own all IP
they create, the CRC’s student agreements contain provisions whereby CMCRC
students assign first right to commercialise IP to the CRC in exchange for shares in
Capital Markets Technology Pty Ltd, which are made available via a Student Trust.
The research committee of the CMCRC assists researchers to assess the impact of
existing IP in associated fields that could potentially affect their research. When
potential risk is identified, an external review will be conducted in order to confirm
the precise impact and CMCRC researchers’ freedom to operate in that field of
research.
Based on recommendations from the CMCRC research committee, an external
review is then conducted to assess the value and commercialisation potential of the
IP. If this review is favourable, the IP is transferred to the "for profit" commercialisation
vehicle, Capital Markets Technologies Pty Ltd (CMT) or to a designated subsidiary of
CMT. In this manner we believe we can present the IP of CMCRC such that any
external investor due diligence will substantiate the value ascribed to that IP.
In exchange for the assignment by the Student of his or her IP to CMCRC pursuant
to, the CMCRC grants the student the right to participate in the Equity Scheme
described above.
The CMCRC provides comprehensive overview of its IP management in its annual
report to the Commonwealth.
The CMCRC stipulates meticulous procedures for resolving conflict and disputes in its
agreement with industry sponsors and students.

PERFORMANCE AGAINST ACTIVITIES
MAXIMISING BENEFITS FOR END USERS IN AUSTRALIA

The CMCRC maximises benefits for end-users in Australia through its active research
translation achieved through embedding researchers with industry partners, but also,
importantly, through its commercialisation program. Capital Markets Technologies Pty
Limited (CMT) is responsible for the commercialisation and management of the IP of CMCRC.
Commercialisation is undertaken by quarantining IP in CMT using the expert
commercialisation skills established there. In particular, the CMT CEO and Board are selected
specifically for their commercialisation experience and expertise. This setup maximizes the
possibility of successful commercialization of IP, which facilitates the social and business value
of an IP to be retained in the Australian society.
In order to motivate commercialisation of research achievements, CMCRC has implemented
equity schemes for the Staff, Students and Associates involved in newly created spin-off
organisations. The equity scheme further motivates researchers to fully exploit the research
infrastructures and resources provided by the CMCRC, the industry sponsors and partner
institutions, which in turn enhances the quality of IP and maximises the value of research
resources retained in Australia for end-users.
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5.2

PROGRESS AGAINST THE KEY CHALLENGE/OUTCOMES

The CMCRCs is pleased to announce it has achieved significant progress over the year in
terms of both the Finance and Health Research Programs. Given the success of the
CMCRC2, and the preservation of the research teams, Research Program 1 (Finance Market
Quality), continues to undertake research and develop technology to assist financial market
participants understand the Market Quality Framework. As an example a number of our
partners utilise the Market Quality Dashboard (MQD) to monitor, measure and report
efficiency and integrity metrics pre and post market structure changes.
Research Program 2 (Health Market Quality) in its first year has exceeded targets in terms of
recruitment and pairing researchers with industry partners. A mixture of post-doctoral and
PhD candidates have commenced work across more than 20 research streams. They
encompass the development and implementation of advanced analytical tools that will
enable regulators, funders, providers and consumers of health to achieve improved financial
and service delivery efficiencies as well improved health outcomes.
5.3

RESEARCH

The CMCRC encompasses three key research domains and focus:
CMCRC Finance Research is about providing a better understanding of market quality by
examining the efficiency (transaction costs & price discovery) and integrity (insider trading,
market manipulation & broker client conflict) in the Capital Market to inform both policy
makers and industry stakeholders to deliver better outcomes for users of finance.
CMCRC Health Research is about providing a better understanding of market quality by
examining the efficiency (service costs and provider discovery) and integrity (fraud, abuse,
waste and errors) in the Health and Insurance Market to inform both policy makers and
industry stakeholders to deliver better outcomes for users of health and insurance market
services.
CMCRC Law Enforcement research is about providing a better understanding of the
efficiency of the law enforcement system and conducting research that can inform law
enforcement agencies, policy makers and industry stakeholders.
Benefits
Since its inception in 2001, the CMCRC has spawned a series of successful research and
commercialisation programs based on technological innovation in data science such as the
world’s leading surveillance solution, SMARTS, used by financial markets regulators,
exchanges and brokers across 40 countries. Over the past 24 months the CMCRC has
expanded the coverage of its advanced data sciences program to address the challenges
and opportunities facing healthcare funders, providers and consumers. The results have
included a suite of solutions for the analysis and management of claims including the
detection of fraud, abuse, waste and errors. These solutions are now in use by 90% of
Australia’s private health insurers as well as a range of public health bodies.
These successful achievements are born out of the CMCRC education program through the
human capital, knowledge and expertise provided by the supervisors, students and Postdocs
working in collaboration with industry and university partners. The resultant benefits and
impact on the finance, health markets and law enforcement are on an educational,
economic and social scale including:


Improving detection and management of fraud, abuse, waste and errors;



Enhancing consumer choice;



Improving data management; and
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Improving research and best-practice guidelines.

In return, students benefit from the successes of the CMCRC Education and Research
program by receiving student equity in the CMCRC.
Extent to which the CRC is on target to achieve its research outputs
CMCRC3’s goal encompasses two categories of milestones, namely research output and
utility output. In its first year 22 milestones (18% of the 119 in total) were set to be completed,
15 of which are associated with research output. We can report that with one exception all
research output milestones were delivered by June 2015. The remaining milestone was
delayed due to slight delays in bootstrapping one aspect of the Health program, but will be
achieved during 2015.
With regard to the 7 utility milestones for current reporting period, 5 (71%) of them were
completed on time. Both of the two unmet milestones required trials of our technologies by
industry partners. Due to variations in the business development plan during the year, two of
the partners decided to postpone these initiatives. We have opened negotiations with
potential new partners who have immediate capacity to pursue these initiatives.
Overall with a completion rate of 86% for its first year commitment and strategies in place to
have the three delayed milestones back on track, CMCRC3 is on target to achieve its
research outputs.
Key risks and issues, and strategies in place to address the risks and any unmet milestones
None during the current term of the CMCRC.
Key research achievements and evidence of research quality
From Research Program 1, by June 2015, the MQD version 2.0 had been rolled out to the
following industry and academic participants:







Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK
Singapore Stock Exchange
Ontario Securities Commission
NASDAQ
Chi-X Australia
7 member universities of the European Capital Markets CRC

In addition to intuitive features for cross-market comparisons in market efficiency and fairness,
MQD 2.0 also provides users with the ability to automatically identify and construct bespoke
treatment/control securitie groups, event study view and regional market share report.
We are glad to report that expert witness evidence provided by Professor Aitken at the UK
Supreme Court which utilised the Smarts Market Surveillance Platform (a technology
developed by CMCRC1) received high praise from the UK Supreme Court. Specifically, the
piece of expert evidence comprehensively defined and illustrated a market manipulation
strategy referred to as “Layering the Market”. The evidence was vital testimony to the high
court in the establishment of precedent on what is abusive behaviour with respect to highfrequency traders.
As usual, our number of refereed journal publications (which remain strong) demonstrates the
quality of our research. In particular, we have three publications and five more accepted in
tier 1 journals this year (i.e., Journal of Financial Economics, Journal of Financial and
Quantitative Analysis and Journal of Corporate Finance).
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From Research Program 2, the ongoing success of our health insurance initiative as well as
law enforcement initiative are both testimony to the relevance and research quality of the
work. The IPlus product developed by the CMCRC2 for predictive modelling in the health
industry was deployed in a secure cloud infrastructure which allows for use by researchers
and industry partners.
Any issues, including technical or scientific impediments
The biggest issue we have faced since day one has been the failure, for privacy/
confidentiality reasons, of some Finance participants to supply their data offsite. This has
meant additional costs and extensive delays. Recognising the difficulty this poses in terms of
being able to meet publications numbers, we have been happy to replace some partners
with others more willing to share their data.
In the Health Program a similar impediment blunts the maximisation of education, research
and commercialisation in what is essentially data analytics research. Here the fragmentation
of data and the legal, ownership and commercial barriers not only impedes, but in some
cases prohibit, the merging and/or use of this data. Its impact is to entrench inefficiencies
and reduce competition leading to compromised health outcomes, significant wastage and
higher costs. We are hoping that recent moves by the Australian and NSW Governments in
these areas marks the beginning of a more rational, risk-managed approach to this most
important area.
The level of end-user involvement and evidence the research is meeting end-user needs
This has always been a key feature of the work of the CMCRC as was evidenced by the use
by 200 brokers across 40 countries of the SMARTS broker product developed in CMCRC.
The MQD 2.0 has been deployed at five international regulators/exchanges and seven
university partners, who will use the product to enhance the understanding of how markets
optimise returns in their choice of particular market designs and facilitate more prompt
research initiative towards new market designs.
The HIBIS product of Lorica Health has shown similar promise with more than 90% of Australia’s
private health insurance industry and two government agencies utilising or trialling the
solution during 2014-15, with many of these parties joined CMCRC3 as industry partners.
Any changes proposed to future research directions
None during the current term of the CMCRC.
5.4

UTILISATION AND COMMERCIALISATION

Since its inception in 2001, CMCRC has spawned a series of successful research-linked
utilisation and commercialisation programs (e.g. Thomson Reuters Tick History & SMARTS). The
ability to build and deploy technology targeted to industry groups primarily in the Finance
and Health domains, is central to our success. Our approach has been to gain access to
data and to then build analytical software applications that generate revenue, reduce costs,
enhance integrity or improve social outcomes (e.g. for consumers of healthcare service) for
our partners and/or their clients. We meet this challenge in a distinctive way by supplying
human capital in combination with our technology. Our PhD program, which has graduated
in 116 PhDs to date, equips our students to apply the CMCRC’s Market Quality Framework
and related toolsets throughout their studies and in continuing employment whether in
academia or industry.
Utilisation
The essence of the CMCRC’s approach to utilisation of research by industry partners is to:
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Provide industry partners with the capacity to scope and prioritise our research
program. This ensures that the research meets industry’s priority business needs.



Embed our students with the industry partners, usually for fifty percent of the time, with
the student connected to an active supervisor within their business. This ensures that
the researcher captures domain knowledge both with respect to t the partner
organisation and the market sector.



Provision our students and, in many cases, our industry partners with access to our
data analytics technology platforms. Through this approach, the students act as
ambassadors for technology platforms developed by CMCRC and its spin-off
companies.



Focus our central development teams on the continued enhancement of our
platforms based upon feedback from industry partners and other prospective users,
as well as emerging local and global market opportunities.

This approach ensures an organic and continual utilisation of the IP generated by the
CMCRC with its university and industry partners. Most project agreements entered into with
industry partners permit the partners to use the ‘project IP’ within their businesses, while
reserving the commercialisation rights to CMCRC.
Our utilisation program is on track with all over 95% of all milestones achieved. Key aspects of
efforts over the 2014/15 year have been covered in detail above.
In Finance:


Recruitment and placement of a greatly expanded cohort of 33 PhD and two Masters
students. All students have been trained to use the CMCRC’s technology platform
and have been linked with industry partners in Australia and internationally. This
continues the CMCRC’s organic IP development and utilisation strategy.



Continued development and deployment of our flagship Market Quality Dashboard
(MQD) technology platform. In addition to enabling our students to use the platform
while working with the industry partners, our efforts to gain expanded uptake of the
platform have included use in national and international conferences as well as
demonstrations to universities, regulators, exchanges, brokers and investment
managers. It is clear that the MQD is triggering the expansion of formal policy debate
on Exchange Traded Market (ETM) and OTC market design.

In Health:
•

•

Bootstrapping this new program by recruiting and placing 25+ PhD students, and in
some cases, Postdoctoral researchers with our nine industry partners. All students
have been trained on our base analytical platforms and, where relevant, the private
health insurance solutions made available by our industry partner (and commercial
subsidiary) Lorica Health.
Commencing adaptation and enhancement of our private health insurance
technology platform to meet the requirements of other health sectors and/or
commencing the specification of new platforms to address sector specific
requirements.

Other important improvements to our program which are intended to drive IP utilisation
include:


Enhancing our approach to dissemination of research findings. This includes requiring
researchers to develop industry-relevant synopses of the research, which are made
available through our website, and, where relevant, developing short videos to
showcase the research, which are posted on our YouTube site.



Developing online training modules which while initially aimed at our researchers, will,
over time, be made available to industry partners.

Commercialisation
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A primary focus of the CMCRC’s commercialisation program is to maximise the
monetarisation of IP developed within the Centre’s research and development programs.
The past year has seen the expansion of the scope and reach of the Finance program and
the spawning of the large scale Health program. While these new programs are intended to
deliver important research and educational outcomes, a core factor determining both
priorities and resource allocation is the capacity for them to generate IP that can be
commercialised.
Over the past year the scope of our commercialisation activities has been broadened to
encompass the investment of some of the proceeds of our successful commercialisation
program in start-up and emerging growth venture investments in private technology
companies.
As noted above a key objective of the commercialisation program is to provide a fund of
sufficient size to support the continuation of the CMCRC’s activities once Australian
Government CRC Program funding support has ended in 2019. The sale of the CMCRC’s
stake in SMARTS Group in FY2011 provided a solid foundation for the CMCRC’s self-funding
goal. The continued growth of the CMCRC’s majority owned spin-off Lorica Health (formerly
CMC Insurance Solutions), the increasing commercialisation of our Market Quality Dashboard
solution and our program of investments in external technology companies are also moving
CMCRC closer to achieving its self-funding goal.
The strategic direction and overall management of commercialisation activities continues to
be driven by the independent Board of Capital Markets Technologies Pty Ltd (CMT), a wholly
owned CMCRC subsidiary. The shareholdings of all spin-off and investment companies are
held through CMT.
Commercialisation activities and resources
The activities and resources that the CMCRC and CMT provide to support the lifecycle of
commercialisation activities are summarised in the table below.
Table 10 CMCRC commercialisation activities and resources
Lifecycle stage

Support
services

facilities

and

Program
and
project
management
Technology infrastructure
and
development
resources
Analytical discipline and
market domain expertise
Accommodation
and
administration services
Funding
CMCRC funding

Research and
development

Incubation

Early stage
commercialisation

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Government R&D grants

Full commercialisation

▲

Government
commercialisation grants
and loans
Commercial funding (e.g.
CMT, venture capital or
strategic investors)
Partner involvement

▲
▲

Universities

▲

▲

Industry partners

▲

▲
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Lifecycle stage

Strategic technology and
market partners

5.4.1

Research and
development

Incubation

Early stage
commercialisation

Full commercialisation

▲

▲

▲

Commercialisation ventures and activities

A summary of the CMCRC’s commercialisation ventures and their lifecycle status at 30 June
2015 is provided in the table below. This is followed by a brief description of the initiative.
Table 11 CMCRC Commercialisation Lifecycle Stage
Lifecycle stage
Venture
Finance
Capital
Markets
Consulting

Research and
development

Incubation

Early stage
commercialisation

Full commercialisation

Monetisation

▲

Market
Quality
Dashboard

▲

Health
Lorica Health
(CMCRC
spin-off)
Health
market
analytics

▲

▲

Text analytics & information integration

Comp News
Other text
analytics
solutions

▲

▲

Investments in external technology companies

DealMax

5.4.2

▲

Ventures and spin-offs

Capital Markets Consulting Pty Limited (CMC)
CMC leverages the expertise of CMCRC personnel, its technology platforms and relationships
with external experts across the globe to:


provide tailored training and consulting services that align with CMCRC’s core areas
of research;



develop data-supported evidence and logical tests to establish or defend against
charges of insider trading, market manipulation or breaches of continuous disclosure;



develop an integrated system of managing these cases that will be useful to
regulators, courts of law, litigators, brokers and other market participants;
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provide expert witness and related professional services.

In its sixth year of operation, the company has continued to build market presence in
Australia and internationally through broad-based marketing activities and the sales of expert
witness and related consulting services.
Lorica Health
Lorica provides analytical solutions that enhance the integrity and efficiency of health
organisations. The flagship solution, HIBIS was developed to support prevention and
management of fraud, abuse, waste and errors, within a single insurer while leveraging
shared learning across all insurers. During the year the company expanded its offering to
encompass a full recoveries service. The IPlus solution expands on the HIBIS capability by
enabling the analysis of the quality and cost of healthcare at an episode, patient and
provider level. Both solutions are backed by an experienced multi-disciplinary team that
includes experts in health, health insurance claims processing and leakage, as well as deeply
experienced data mining and modelling experts, technologists and project management
staff.
During the current financial year the company has expanded its foothold in Australia’s
private health insurance market beyond the 90% held at 1 July 2014, and has also had
success in customising and selling solutions and services into a range of government-funded
programs.
The company’s collaboration with CMCRC is designed to expand Lorica’s market positioning,
whilst enhancing the research outcomes of the Health Market Quality program.
CMT’s technology company investment program
During the current financial year CMT3 has commenced a program to invest in start-up and
emerging growth venture investments in private technology companies in Australia and
overseas. The initial focus is on FinTech companies, but it is anticipated that one or more
HealthTech investments may be made as well.
CMT3 is set up with a small investment fund of $15m, although it can make larger investments
in conjunction with partners. It targets investments of $1m to $5m. The objective is to invest in
a relatively small number of companies, and then focus on supporting them to enhance the
prospect of every investment being successful. As noted above, an investment has been in
DealMax, a company providing a disruptive solution to the home mortgage market.
Our investment approach is a cooperative one. We seek to bring together all commercial
parties needed to make a new venture a success, and provide more than just capital. We
make available the extensive R&D capabilities of the CMCRC to the companies we
participate in, as well as providing access to the substantial network of industry partners.
5.4.3

Benefits to target segments

The key end-market benefits derived from commercialisation activities in Finance and Health
markets relate to sustaining and improving the quality (being integrity and efficiency) of these
markets.
The extensive use of the tools and services developed by the CMCRC’s Finance Program,
indicates the value perceived by end users in capital markets across 40 countries.
The key end-market benefits derived from commercialisation activities in the Health sector
relate to reducing health insurance claims leakage (errors, over-servicing and fraud) and,
increasingly improving the quality of healthcare delivery. With the Health Program driving the
extension of tools to the public health and accident compensation arenas it is anticipated
that benefits that are orders of magnitude higher than private health insurance will be
achieved.
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5.4.4

The strategic plan for the CMCRC into the future

The CMCRC has built strong links with regulators, industry leaders, researchers and academics
and influential segments of the media across much of the globe. During preparation of our
successful ‘third round’ CRC Program bid, we explored with our partners their interest in
participating in the Centre beyond July 2019, which is when our Commonwealth funding
ceases. Without exception they confirmed strong interest contingent upon our research
remaining relevant and the availability of a matching funding pool to replace the CRC
Program funds.
Accordingly, the CMCRC has set about establishing a substantial
endowment fund, with the goal of being one of the largest independent Finance and Health
markets research Foundation of its kind in the world.
The strategy to build the endowment is driven by the recognition of the critical national
importance of Capital and Health markets, the continuing need for innovation in these
sectors and the risks and benefits that flow from this innovation. Responding to the
challenges and opportunities of these sectors will require incisive and innovative thought
leadership, a continuing stream of world-class human capital, and a research infrastructure
that mirrors, albeit in microcosm, the domains that it is seeking to understand. The
achievement of this vision will depend upon the CMCRC’s successor organisation achieving
funding at least equivalent to its 2013-14 Government level of $4M pa.
Key elements of the CMCRC’s post June 2019 strategic plan are:

5.5



To build upon the CMCRC’s assets including networks, education programs and
research infrastructure. Building upon the CMCRC’s already established reputation,
these continuing programs should in turn assist Australia to punch above its weight in
international financial, regulatory and economic fora such as the G20 as well as
enabling the Health sector to better service both the country and region’s burgeoning
healthcare needs.



As a key component of the above, the expansion of the PhD program involving
Australian and overseas universities, students and industry partners, with a minimum
continuing base-load of 100 student-researchers.
This represents a significant
percentage of PhD student enrolments in Finance at GO8 Universities (the bulk of such
PhD students) and an equally significant percentage of PhDs in the emerging area of
health data analytics. Besides being essential for the research program, this will
provide the specialist human capital required to staff Australia and the region’s
Finance and Health sectors’ academic, business and public sector leadership as well
as our continuing commercial ventures.



As a core strategy to support self-funding in perpetuity, the continued development
and commercialisation of the advanced solutions required to feed the insatiable
technology appetite of the financial and health markets. The CMCRC’s track record
in this area provides a significant level of assurance that this element of the vision will
be realised.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The CMCRC specialises in growing talented human capital imbued with financial and
insurance markets research skills who are sought after across industry, academia and
government.
The CMCRC has committed to two principal milestones for its education program for CRC 3,
which is R1.3.1 to enrol and maintain a cohort of 50 PhD students in Finance, and R2.4.1 to
enrol and maintain a cohort of 25 PhD Health students.
PhD Graduations
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Since the first graduation in 2004 there has been a continuous growth in CMCRC graduates
with a total of 116 completions by 30 June 2015. Between 1 July 2014 and 30 June 2015 there
were 12 PhD completions and 6 PhD students submitting
Figure 2 Figure Cumulative PhD Graduates
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Chart: Cumulative PhD graduations since inception
*Data is grouped by end of financial year cycle e.g. 2015 represents 1 July 2014 to 30 June
2015
PhD cohort
Over this financial year, there has been a rigorous recruitment campaign in the education
program to meet the CRC three government milestones of 50 PhD Finance and 25 PhD
Health students. In particular, the new Health Program, which includes law enforcement,
required extensive recruitment with only one PhD student enrolled on 1 July 2014, while
Finance had 21 PhD students enrolled by 30 June 2015, this had increased to 11 students and
one Postdoc in Health and 35 students in finance. Also, the program introduced the
recruitment of Postdoc researchers at the request of industry partners, counted with an
equivalent value of two PhD students. This substitution arrangement has been approved by
the Commonwealth Government.
A key strategy to improve the student recruitment process has been to switch from a semiannual year application recruitment drive that was aligned to university enrolment
timetables, to a continuous application process.
In our nascent Health Program, this proved very successful with an increase over the year
from one to 11 enrolled students and one Postdoc in this program. In addition, there were 12
students and seven Postdocs in the process of enrolment at partner universities, resulting in a
projected total of 39 equivalent PhD students. This meets and exceeds the milestones of
recruiting 25 students.
In Finance, the number of enrolled students increased from 21 to 35, with an additional 13
students and two Postdocs in the process of being enrolled at University. This meets and
exceeds the milestones of recruiting 50 students in the Finance Program.
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Figure 3 Figure PhD Students enrolled in Program Annualised
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Chart: Program size, annualised enrolled PhD student numbers
Figure 4 Figure Annual Intake of PhD Students
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Chart: Annualised intake of PhD students (excludes students recruited but not yet enrolled in
Partner Universities)
Overview of the education and training program
The CMCRC Education and Training program provides an evidence-based industry research
program for finance, health, actuarial, applied mathematics and computing students who
are exceptional high achievers. Students are supervised by leading academics from
university partners and matched with industry partners to work on key research projects that
inform government agencies, policy makers and industry stakeholders to deliver better
outcomes for users of finance and trading markets, health and insurance market services,
and law enforcement agencies.
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The CMCRC plays a catalytic role in bringing together and managing the university-industry
partnerships, as well as providing domain expertise, infrastructure and analytical solutions. By
providing a range of generous funded scholarships CMCRC research students are engaged
and focused on their research projects to achieve tangible outcomes.
Challenges
The strength of the CMCRC education program is built on the quality of the supervisors,
students and Postdocs, but a key challenge is in the sourcing, recruitment and retention of
high quality students.
Continuous Recruitment
Traditionally, the CMCRC had aligned its recruitment around the enrolment timetable of
Australian Universities, which did not work. Firstly, we would identify students and lose them to
alternative positions because of the delays in formalising their University enrolment; Secondly,
we would only capture a small pool of quality students available during the recruitment drive,
whilst missing out on potential high quality students throughout the year; Thirdly, industry
partners would require the availability and placement of students at any time throughout the
year, the issue was we had either exhausted our existing pool and/or all the students were
already placed or allocated to an industry partner.
The shift to a continuous process of recruitment has enabled sourcing and evaluating the
quality of students in an ongoing basis. A new fully online scholarship application form was
developed to support the efficiency and implementation of this change in recruitment. This
strategy has proved very effective in bringing in a continuous flow of local and international
student applications.
Bridging Scholarships
An equally important limitation is the time it takes for industry partners to make decisions on
which students they prefer. Industry partners usually request the curriculum vitae of two to
three PhD’s to facilitate choice. Whilst initially we waited until the industry partner’s decision
before starting the scholarships, this often lost us high quality students. To reduce this risk we
implemented half scholarships (equivalent to an Australian Postgraduate Award) in order to
show our commitment to the students, while waiting to be placed with an industry partner.
Once placed with an industry partner the student would be upgraded to a full CMCRC
scholarship.
Alternatively, successful students would be placed with an industry partner, but still be
delayed in obtaining enrolment at university, which means we could not provide a university
scholarship. In order to avoid losing the student and/or delaying an industry partner project,
these students would be hired as research assistants to work with the industry partner until
placed at university.
Industry involvement in supervision
The CMCRC education and training program acts as a facilitator between supervisors,
students and industry-university participants, through research training support, maintaining
collaborative communication, and professional mentorship, as well as world class technology
and infrastructure. The collaborative model is distinctive in that talented post-graduate
researchers are placed directly in commercial environments, and provided with desk-space
and in-house data by their industry sponsor.
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Industry partners take the lead role in establishing research projects, and are required to
nominate a member of their staff whose role it is to actively manage the research and cosupervise the student in conjunction with the student’s academic supervisor. This means that
the industry supervisor is able to closely monitor progress and provide regular input, while
overall responsibility for the research design and method remains the province of the
academic supervisor. The industry supervisor thus has a significant stake in the research
direction and its outcomes. For the student, part of each week is spent in a real commercial
setting, enabling them to interact meaningfully with industry professionals, exposing them to
real world insights which impact their research design, and ultimately driving the research
towards high quality outcomes.
Graduate destinations
The PhD scholarship program has produced 116 student graduates to date (see table below).
Representative graduate destinations include the finance and banking industry, the
commercial IT sector, government research and management positions, as well as university
lectureships (see Chart below). Industry is the principal graduate destination (50%), followed
by academia (40%), and government (7%). Careful tracking of graduates demonstrates a
high level of success amongst our alumni. Graduates find employment opportunities
variously as financial analysts, research experts, government regulators and as university
academics. These graduates are making significant contributions to the finance and health
industry in Australia and around the world.
Figure 5 Figure Graduate destinations
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Chart: Graduate destinations by category to 30 June 2015 (n=116)
Seminars, workshops and undergraduate courses
The CMCRC operates a dedicated research and training facility, which accommodates up
to 80 researchers and supervisors. The CMCRC provides desks, computing infrastructure,
support services and training/seminar rooms. The provision of relevant coursework and
seminars by the CMCRC is a key ingredient of a supportive infrastructure and equips the PhD
student for their research task. As the education program grows beyond 100 students and
the international breadth of our partners expands, infrastructure becomes a key facilitator,
especially in terms of attracting international academic students and supervisors.
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For this reason, we have begun developing both blended and fully online courses relevant to
Finance and Health market research, as well as courses that develop skills in the CMCRC’s
core technologies and infrastructure, which include Introduction to Market Microstructure,
Empirical Market Data Analysis – beginner and advanced, ALICE programming and Market
Regulation and Price Discovery. Also, these courses supplement many of the course offerings
of member universities.
During the year we provide Finance and Health research seminars and workshops to
students.
Our ‘visiting scholars program’ brings local and international industry and
academic experts into contact with students and supervisors. Social functions extend this
suite of formal events and provide a means of cementing and maintaining relationships.
Through these avenues, our researchers make constructive contact with other students,
academics and leading industry experts, and form a strong and collaborative community of
practice.
Table 12 Structured Courses
Structured Courses

Presenter

Attendance

ALICE Programming (Online course)

Dr Shan Ji

12

Introduction to Market Microstructure

Professor Andrew Lepone

6

Table 13 Seminars and Workshops
Health Seminar Series
Topic

Presenter

Attendees

PhD Project Description

Michael Hart

5

Bayesian Interpretation of Robust Estimators

Federico Girosi

11

Microsimulation of the Dynamics of Health Status and Health Care Utilization
in the NSW
Structured Classification by Structural SVM

Shima Ghassempour

15

Massimo Piccardi

20

Adapting Graph Theory and Social Network Measures on Healthcare Data

Arif Khan

15

Big Data Technologies, The Future of Healthcare

Eddie Toth

15

Application of Network Analysis on Healthcare

Fei Wang

15

Identifying Multimorbidity Using Administrative Data in NSW

Sanja Lujic

15

Social Network Analytics for Healthcare: Past, Present and Future

Uma Srinivasan

15

Emergency Department Presentations Following Colorectal Cancer Surgery

Tim Badgery Parker

16

Ambiata: true business growth through Attribution Marketing

Tiberio Caetano

15

Data Science at Atlassian: The Transition Towards a Data-Driven Organisation

illias Flaounas

17

Spatiotemporal modelling of type 2 diabetes and related chronic conditions

Jannah Baker

15

Are You Unique? Re-Identification Risk In Survey Data

Federico Girosi

18

Routinely collected health data: a powerful tool for research

Oscar Perez Concha

16

Prevent revenue loss through fraud by large-scale advanced analytics

Ross Farrelly

15

Progression, projection and prediction - data analysis focus on primary care

Zhu Zhecheng

15

How can Machine Learning make impacts

Fang Chen

18

Machine learning for scientific discovery

Fabio Ramos

20

Large-Scale Inference in Gaussian Process Models

Edwin Bonilla

19

Finance Seminar Series
Topic

Presenter

Electronic Cash & Electronic Shares-Will cryptograpy bring back the trading of

Dr Andreas Furche

www.cmcrc.com

Attendees
20
39

certificates?
Discussion of Regulatory Data and Dark Trading in the UK

Peter O'Neill

20

Dark Trading and MIFIID

Drew Harris

20

Who sets the price of Gold? London or New York

Martin Haupfliesch

16

The Impact of Latency Sensitive Trading on High Frequency Arbitrage
Opportunities

Tony Zhang

18

2014-15 Scholarship Recruitment
Table 14: PhD and Masters Students accepted in FY2014-15
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

M. Hauptfleisch

UTS

David Michayluk Finance

TBA

F. Rouxelin

UNSW

Thomas Ruf

Finance

Asset pricing anomalies and short selling
constraints

R. Zhang

USYD

Hui Zheng

Finance

TBA

J. Bercich

MQU

Andrew Lepone

Finance

TBA

P. Heng

SCU

Scott Niblock

Finance

X. Wang

MQU

Vito Mollica

D. Forsberg

MQU

David Gallagher Finance

H. Hu

USYD

Terry Walters

Finance

TBA

A. Tong

UTS

Stephen Taylor

Finance

TBA

T. Steffen

MQU

Alex Frino

Finance

TBA

X. Tian

UniSA

Petko Kalev

Finance

TBA

T. Ban

UniSA

Petko Kalev

Finance

TBA

C. Hughes

UTS

David Michayluk Finance

TBA

E. Piazza

MQU

Andrew Lepone

Finance

TBA

E. Toth

USYD

Sanjay Chawla

Health

TBA

A. Khan

USYD

Shahadat Uddin Health

M. Hart

WSU

Federico Girosi

D. Morales Silva

FED

Guillermo PinedaHealth
Villavicencio

Predicting chronic diseases from insurance
claim data
Limitations of the Australian refined diagnosisrelated groups (AR-DRGs) and their
implications.
Social network analysis in medical provider
networks

K. Chalmers

USYD

Adam Elshaug

Health

TBA

T.
Parker

USYD

Adam Elshaug

Health

TBA

M. Mathai

WSU

Athula Ginige

Health

User Centric Health Event Detection and
Support Model

F. Martin

MQU

Mark Johnson

Health

TBA

S. Wei

USYD

Ben Hachey

Health

TBA

F. Hajati

WSU

Federico Girosi

Health

Detecting clusters and anomalies in MBS
claims trajectories.

S.Ghassempour

WSU

Federico Girosi

Health

Postdoc researcher

Badgery-

Finance

Market Quality in Financial Markets
Impact of cross connect on China and Hong
Kong Markets
The informativeness of portfolio holdings and
trades in constructing alpha-generating
portfolios

Health

Table 15 CMCRC PhD graduates in FY2015
Name

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

A. Vadilyev

External financing constraints

University lectureship

A. Sacco

High frequency trading

Financial Analyst

C. Schmidt

Mutual fund investment styles

Post-Doctoral Fellow

S. Foley

The impact of market structure change on market quality

University lectureship
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Name

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

T. O'Keefe

Opinion mining in text

Data Scientist

P. Edney

Risk regulation and failure, liquidity risk in deposit taking
institutions

Financial Consultant

J. Nothman

Grounding event references in an news archive/td>

Post-Doctoral Fellow

A. Akra

Modelling the four party billing payment scheme: The case
of BPAY

Market Analyst

A. Flint

Market quality in derivative markets

Government

R. Rahman

Market integrity across markets

Industry

Y. Liu

Essays on Institutional Trading and Order Flow Competition
in Equity Markets

P. Rosati

Essays on information asymmetry and company disclosure

Manager,
Business
Analysis
Post-Doctoral Fellow
Dublin
City
University

SME ENGAGEMENT

Within the Finance Program, the majority of participants we have engaged with have been
larger institutions. The CMCRC has made considerable effort to engage with small to
medium-sized businesses (SMEs) that are suited for the style of research undertaken by the
CMCRC, and we have made good progress in this area. Chi-X, a recent start-up exchange
in Australia is an SME and they have become an integral partner of the CMCRC. More
recent additions of SMEs as CMCRC participants are RF Capital (a fund manager) and FP
Markets (a trading firm). We have also engaged with an SME internationally, Northwest
Investment Management (a fund manager), that is based in Hong Kong. The CMCRC will
continue to try and engage further with SMEs, both domestically and internationally, although
in truth many of the parties of interest are very large corporates and investor lobby groups.
Within the Health Program, the majority of participants we have engaged with are small to
medium sized institutions including 26 small to medium private health insurers and their
associated contracting and technology companies as well as two SME technology
companies including our own subsidiary Lorica Health.
5.7

Collaboration

Collaborations between research participants
Research participants are primarily university departments in which combinations of staff and
Postgraduate students are involved. Many of the research projects are undertaken between
staff and students across universities, with many co-supervisors employed at institutions
different to the enrolment of the PhD student. Perhaps the best evidence of collaboration is
the willingness of universities to relocate students who were attracted to the institution by its
name (e.g., the University of Sydney) to one of the partner universities (and in some cases
outside the partner universities) to take advantage of particular research strengths of the staff
in that university in the interest of achieving specific research outputs. This strategy was
problematic at first but has become commonplace as the CMCRC has transcended
university boundaries.
This model is employed in the Health Program as well as it has proven to be a constructive
and enriching experience for participating researchers. Students leverage each other’s
strengths and develop the ability to work collaboratively not only within their universities but
also across other universities to achieve multi-disciplinary objectives. This is achieved by
creating opportunities for Health Program students to spend time with each other. Examples
of such activities include our weekly Brown Bag Seminar series, designed to feature
presentations from outside speakers and Health Program students, and our regular Health
Program training sessions, which provides training in health systems and data science to all
students.
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Collaborations between research participants and end-user participants
Each of our research projects requires that an industry supervisor be involved. The industry
supervisor, academic supervisor and postgraduate student, through a collaborative and
discursive process, decide on the research question to be addressed. The academic
supervisor, together with the student, determine the most appropriate research design; where
industry supervisors have PhDs, the industry partner takes a more prominent role in the
execution of the research. This collaborative arrangement with the industry participant
ensures that the research work we engage in is at all times end-user driven. As an example,
within the Finance Program, where we estimate the impact of market design changes on
market quality, the particular market design features to be studied are determined by the
industry partner. The industry partner often organises forums where the research can be
presented to gather further feedback from other related industry participants.
The Health Program looks to leverage off the same model that has proven its success in
finance. As an example, intense collaboration is achieved by employing the standard
practice of embedding students into industry partner organisations to work alongside industry
partner employees. This achieves a two-fold benefit of exposing the industry partner to
subject matter expertise that they would not otherwise be available to them and giving the
student a very real experience of the business problem they are looking to solve. Outcomes
of their work are shared with each other and the industry partner in regular working groups
and steering committees.
Collaborations between end-user participants
Given that the ultimate outcome of the Finance Program is optimal market design, and that
different participants can only focus on particular aspects of this design (e.g., technology,
regulation, information, participants or instruments) at a point in time, and due to the size of
the task, participants have shown willingness to share the results of the work done for other
markets that have been investigating other changes to market design. Results from projects
completed with a particular industry participant are communicated throughout the CMCRC
and with other industry participants, reducing the need for similar work in other
markets/jurisdictions to be undertaken. A tangible result of this collaboration is that PhD
students spend time across multiple participants, often both exchanges and regulators, and
thus share the knowledge and expertise they have developed at one participant with the
other.
As one of the primary objectives of the Health Program is to improve integrity in the entire
health system, end user collaboration is sought and achieved through research outcomes
that look to add transparency to the management and use of health data. As experienced
in the finance program, each of the participants only has a part of the health data puzzle
and there is a growing recognition that sharing outcomes will lead to exponential
improvements in the system as a whole. Participants have expressed and are demonstrating
a willingness to share intelligence. We also bring end-users together by organizing a yearly
conference for the HQM program, to which all industry and academic partners are invited.
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External linkages (including collaborative arrangements with non-participant researchers,
end users or other CRCs) and how they contribute to the CMCRC overall
The CMCRC has commenced signing up a larger number of non-participant end users,
mainly because the IP we have created, particularly in the Finance Program is uniformly
relevant to all exchanges and regulators. Our strategy is to share the costs of optimal market
design across the entire industry and based on the number of new non-participant partners
we have signed up over the last few years, we feel the strategy is working. More optimal
market design reduces the cost of capital for businesses seeking to fund innovation. This not
only has direct advantages for relevant exchanges and the capital formation process in
each country in which the framework operates, but also has the potential to significantly
enhance Australia’s status in the G20 as the driver of fairer and more efficient capital
markets.
The Health Program has developed close ties with the CRCSI. These ties are currently
expressed in the fact that the CMCRC’s Melbourne presence is based in the CRCSI head
offices in Lygon Street, Carlton. There have been a series of highly productive meetings to
explore and define how to leverage the synergies between the two CRCs. This has resulted in
an expanding relationship with QUT and a series of discussions to be undertaken in Sydney in
September to agree on the next concrete steps to progress the collaboration. Health
Program has also started hosting researchers from other international institutions (such as the
National Healthcare Group, Singapore) for short term stays in order to increase its visibility
abroad and at the same time provide students with a better sense of what type of research
activities are performed elsewhere.
5.7.1

International collaboration visits, to 30 June 2015

Table 16 Travel itinerary: Professor Michael Aitken
Name

Date

Aitken,
Michael

16.09.14-19.09.14

Aitken,
Michael

09.11.14-28.11.14

Place
Visited
Malaysia

Singapore
UK
USA
Canada

Potential Opportunities Arising
and Benefits to Australia

Expert witness case for
the Centre

Opportunity
for
Australians to develop and hone
their skills on the international
arena

MAS – discuss research
capabilities of the Centre.

SGX
meet
with
industry partner to discuss
ongoing relationship

Mondo Visione SEBI:
Panel Member Conference.
Opportunity to network with
industry
and
meet
with
prospective research partners

FCA – meet with
industry
partner
and
PhD
students to discuss relationship
and new research projects

Cinnober – prospective
industry partner to discuss
ongoing relationship

Lehman – demonstrate
product and discuss research
potential

Morningstar
–
discussions with industry partner
for the purpose of maintaining
and enhancing the relationship

NASDAQ – meet with
PhD
industry
partner
and
students to ensure relationship
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stable
and
discuss
future
research potential

NASDAQ – presentation
to 70+ staff to update on
product
capability
and
application

Disccusion with York
University discuss PhD Program
Aitken,
Michael

09.11.14-28.11.14
(Continued)

Singapore
UK
USA
Canada

Aitken,
Michael

01.03.15-16.03.15

Singapore
UK
USA
Canada

Aitken,
Michael

11.05.15-24.05.15

UK
Slovenia


OSC – discuss Centre
program

Chi-X – prospective
industry partner

IIROC, Cinnober, Irish
Embassy
–
networking
opportunities for Centre and
program

SGX
–
product
demonstration
and
discuss
ongoing relationship

FCA meet with
industry
partner
and
PhD
students to discuss relationship
and new research projects

Reuters
–
discuss
prospective relationship

FCA – familiarization
course

Cinnober
–
demonstration and discussion
with prospective industry partner

NASDAQ – meet with
industry
partner
and
PhD
students to ensure relationship
stable
and
discuss
future
research potential

Aequitas – meet with
prospective industry partner

OSC - meet with
industry
partner
and
PhD
students to discuss relationship
and new research projects

Expert witness case for
the Centre

Opportunity
for
Australians to develop and hone
their skills on the international
arena

Mondo Visione – meet
with industry partner to ensure
relationship stable and discuss
future potential

LSE – demonstration
and discussion to potentially reestablish relationship

FCA meet with industry
partner and PhD students to
ensure relationship stable and
discuss future research potential

University of Ljubljana –
collaboration with University

ACER
–
discuss
partnership and the activities of
the Centre.
Discuss the PhD
program
and
potential
relationship with ACER.
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6

THE ACTIVITIES

Other activities outside the Commonwealth Agreement
The CMCRC is not engaged in any significant activities that are inconsistent with the
Commonwealth Agreement. Any new partners or activities are enhancements to activities
currently being undertaken which are consistent with the Commonwealth Agreement.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Abbreviation
APRA
ASIC
ASX
CFO
CIFR
City U. H.K.
CMCRC
COO
CRCSI
ETM
FCA
HIBIS
HR

In full
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
Australian Securities and Investments Commission
Australian Securities Exchange
Chief Financial Officer
Centre for International Finance and Regulation
City University of Hong Kong
Capital Markets Cooperative Research Centre
Chief Operating Officer
Cooperative Research Centre Spatial Information
Exchange Traded Market
Financial Conduct Authority
Health Insurance Business Intelligence Services
Human Resources

IIROC
IoT
IP
Kei
MQ Metrics
NASDAQ
NICTA
NSW
NYSE
OTC
PW
SGX

Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada
Internet of Things
Intellectual property
Knowledge Economy Institute
Market Quality Metrics
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations
National Information and Communications Technology Australia Ltd
New South Wales
New York Stock Exchange
Over-the-counter markets
Profit Warning
Singapore Exchange
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9

PUBLICATIONS
The tables below represent a cataloguing of publications produced by researchers,
supervisors and students connected with the CMCRC’s Finance and Health programs.

Table 17 Published books and chapters in books
Book/Chapter title

Author Associated with
CMCRC

Publisher details

Date
publication

Governing
Carbon
through
the
EU-ETS:
Opportunities,
Pitfalls
and Future Prospects

Gbenga Ibikunle

In book: Carbon
Governance,
Climate Change
and
Business
Transformation,
Chapter: 8

2014

RM 2.2.1g

Automated
Classification of Passing
in Football

Sanjay Chawla

Advances
Knowledge
Discovery
Data Mining

2015

R1.3.3

in

of

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones

and

Table 18 Published conference papers, proceedings and abstracts
Paper Title

Author Associated with
CMCRC

Conference Details

Date
publication

A unified approach to
network
anomaly
detection

Sanjay Chawla

2014
International
Conference

IEEE

2014

RM 2.2.1g

Administrative
Claim
Data to Learn About
Effective
Healthcare
Collaboration
and
Coordination
through
Social Network
An Infinite Adaptive
Online Learning Model
for Segmentation and
Classification
of
Streaming Data
Application of network
analysis on healthcare

Shahadat Uddin

2015 48th Hawaii
International

2015

R2.4.2

Massimo Piccardi

2014
22nd
International
Conference

2014

RM 2.2.1g

Sanjay Chawla

2014

RM 2.2.1g

Application of Network
Analysis on Healthcare

Fei Wang

2014
IEEE
International
Conference
Conference Paper

2014

R2.4.2

Cheap and easy entity
evaluation

Ben Hachey

2014

RM 2.2.1g

Complex
event
recognition by latent
temporal
models of
concepts
Dynamic
Trading
Strategies With Fleeting
Orders'

Massimo Piccardi

Proceedings
Of
The 52nd Annual
Meeting Of The
Association
For
Computational
Linguistics
2014
IEEE
International
Conference

2014

RM 2.2.1g

World
Finance
Conference

2015

R1.3.3

Hui Zheng
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How
Does Financial
Literacy
Affect
the
Savings Decision?
Hugo:
Entity-based
News
Search
and
Summarisation

David Michayluk

CIFR Paper

2015

RM 2.2.3a

Ben Hachey

2015

RM 2.2.1g

Incidence
and
risk
factors for surgical site
infections
following
caesarean section in
Queensland
Making decisions about
antibiotic use in the
Australian
primary
healthcare sector
On
sparse
feature
attacks in adversarial
learning
Optimisation of strategy
placements for public
good
in
complex
networks
Overview
of
tackbp2014 entity discovery
and linking tasks
Preventing
postcaesarean infection: a
systematic review to
establish recommended
practice
ProfileGuard:
Privacy
Preserving Obfuscation
for Mobile User Profiles
Quality of Life and
Nutritional Status After
Early Enteral Feeding
Versus Standard Care
After
Surgery
for
Advanced
Epithelial
Ovarian Cancer
Sequential labeling with
structural SVM under the
F 1 loss
Sign
constraints
on
feature weights improve
a joint model of word
segmentation
and
phonology
Sleep analytics and
online
selective
anomaly detection
Social Media Anomaly
Detection: Challenges
and Solutions

Nicholas Graves

Proceedings
Of
The
Eighth
Workshop
On
Exploiting
Semantic
Annotations
In
Information
Retrieval
Bjog-An
International
Journal
Of
Obstetrics
And
Gynaecology
IHBI
Inspires
Conference
Proceedings

2015

R2.4.2

2014

R2.4.2

2014
IEEE
International
Conference
The
2014
International
Conference
On
Social Computing
Proc. Text Analysis
Conference
(Tac2014)
Bjog-An
International
Journal
Of
Obstetrics
And
Gynaecology
13th Workshop On
Privacy
In
The
Electronic Society
15th
Biennial
Meeting Of The
International
Gynecologic
Cancer Society

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2014

R2.4.2

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2015

R2.4.2

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2014

R2.4.2

2014
IEEE
International
Conference
2015 the North
American Chapter
of the ACL

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2015

RM 2.2.1g

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2015

RM 2.2.1g

The Computable News
project: research in the
newsroom

Ben Hachey

2014
IEEE
International
Conference
the 21th ACM
SIGKDD
International
Conference
on
Knowledge
Discovery
and
Data Mining
Proceedings
Of
The
24th
International
Conference
On
World Wide Web
Companion

2015

RM 2.2.1g

Nicholas Graves

Sanjay Chawla
Shahadat Uddin

Ben Hachey
Nicholas Graves

Sanjay Chawla
Nicholas Graves

Massimo Piccardi
Mark Johnson

Sanjay Chawla
Sanjay Chawla
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The effect of outliers in
the design of data
gathering tours
Topic models with topic
ordering regularities for
topic segmentation
Topic
Segmentation
with An Ordering-Based
Topic Model

Sanjay Chawla

2014
IEEE
International
Conference
IEEE International
Conference
on
Data Mining
Twenty-Ninth Aaai
Conference
On
Artificial
Intelligence

Mark Johnson
Mark Johnson

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2014

RM 2.2.1g

2015

RM 2.2.1g

Table 19 Refereed Journal Articles
Paper Title

Investor protection and
market liquidity revisited
Retirement policy: a
review of the role,
characteristics,
and
contribution
of
the
Australian
superannuation system
Testing the effect of
portfolio
holdings
disclosure
in
an
environment absent of
mandatory disclosure
A
brief
report
on
Primary Care Service
Area
catchment
geographies in New
South Wales Australia
A Framework to Explore
the
Knowledge
Structure
of
Multidisciplinary
Research Fields
A hybrid health service
accreditation program
model
incorporating
mandated
standards
and
continuous
improvement: interview
study
of
multiple
stakeholders
in
Australian health care
A
mechanism
for
revising
accreditation
standards: a study of
the process, resources
required
and
evaluation outcomes
A scalable approach to
spectral clustering with
SDD solvers
A set of measures to
quantify the dynamicity
of longitudinal social
networks
A tool supporting enduser development of
access control in web
applications

Author
associated
with CMCRC

Publisher Details

Date

Petko S Kalev

Corporate Governance

2015

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
R1.3.3

Scott Niblock

Asian-Pacific
Literature

Economic

2015

RM 2.2.3a

David R. Gallagher

Accounting & Finance (In
Press)

2015

RM 2.2.3a

Federico Girosi

International Journal
Health Geographics

2014

R2.4.2

Shahadat Uddin

Plos One

2015

R2.4.2

David Greenfield

The International Journal
Of Health Planning And
Management

2015

R2.4.2

David Greenfield

BMC HEALTH SERVICES
RESEARCH Journal

2014

R2.4.2

Sanjay Chawla

Journal
Of
Intelligent
Information Systems

2015

RM 2.2.1g

Shahadat Uddin

Complexity

2015

R2.4.2

Athula Ginige

International Journal Of
Software Engineering And
Knowledge Engineering

2015

RM 2.2.1g
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Paper Title

Author
associated
with CMCRC

Publisher Details

Date
2014

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
R2.4.2

A
topological
framework to explore
longitudinal
social
networks
Accrual-based earnings
management in state
owned
companies:
Implications
for
transnational
accounting regulation
Accrual-based earnings
management in state
owned
companies:
Implications
for
transnational
accounting regulation
Achieving
patient‐
centred
care:
the
potential
and
challenge
of
the
patient‐as‐professional
role
Action recognition in still
images
by
latent
superpixel classification
Addressing the clinical
burden of child physical
abuse and neglect in a
large
metropolitan
region: improving the
evidence-base
Agency behavior and
corporate restructuring
choices
during
performance decline in
an emerging economy
Allied health growth:
what
we
do
not
measure we cannot
manage
Alpha generation in
portfolio management:
Long-run
Australian
equity fund evidence
An Adaptive Online
HDP-HMM
for
Segmentation
and
Classification
of
Sequential Data
An
ethnographic
investigation of junior
doctors' capacities to
practice
in
interprofessionally
three teaching hospitals
Analysing
‘big
picture’policy
reform
mechanisms:
the
Australian
health
service
safety
and
quality
accreditation
scheme
Asymmetric effects of
sell-side
analyst
optimism and broker
market
share
by
clientele

Shahadat Uddin

Computational
Mathematical
Organization Theory

Alex Frino

Accounting, Auditing
Accountability Journal

&

2014

R1.3.3

Vito Mollica

Accounting, Auditing
Accountability Journal

&

2014

R1.3.3

David Greenfield

Health
Journal

Expectations

2014

R2.4.2

Massimo Piccardi

arXiv

2015

RM 2.2.1g

David Greenfield

Social Sciences Journal

2014

R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

Human
Health

For

2015

R2.4.2

David R. Gallagher

Australian
Journal
Of
Management (In Press)

2015

RM 2.2.3a

Massimo Piccardi

arXiv

2015

RM 2.2.1g

David Greenfield

Journal
Interprofessional Care

Of

2015

R2.4.2

David Greenfield

Health
Journal

Expectations

2014

R2.4.2

Elvis Jarnecic

Journal
Markets

Financial

2015

R1.3.3

Resources

Of
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Paper Title

Author
associated
with CMCRC

Publisher Details

Date

Australian health care—
the challenge of reform
in a fragmented system
Australian Stock Indexes
and the Four-Factor
Model
Barriers and enablers
that
influence
sustainable
interprofessional
education: a literature
review
Benchmarking’
the
benchmarks: How do
risk-adjusted returns of
Australian mutual funds
and indexes measure
up?
Board independence
and the quality of
board
monitoring:
evidence from China
Broker ID transparency
and price impact of
trades: evidence from
the Korean Exchange
Can
hospital‐based
doctors change their
working
hours?
Evidence from Australia
Cash holdings, political
connections,
and
earnings quality: Some
evidence from Malaysia
Changes in healthcareassociated
infections
after the introduction of
a
national
hand
hygiene initiative
Chinese
single-listed
ADRs:
returns
and
volatility
Choosing wisely: the
message,
messenger
and method
Classification of Passes
in Football Matches
using
Spatiotemporal
Data
Clustering multivariate
time series using hidden
markov models
Combining
personal
diaries with territorial
intelligence
to
empower
diabetic
patients
Commonality in liquidity
across
international
borders: evidence from
futures markets
Commonality in liquidity
across
international
borders: evidence from
futures markets
Commonality in News
Around the World

Jane Hall

New England Journal Of
Medicine

2015

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
R2.4.2

Scott Niblock

Applied Finance Letters

2014

RM 2.2.3a

David Greenfield

Journal
Interprofessional Care

Of

2014

R2.4.2

Scott Niblock

Journal
Of
Management

Asset

2015

RM 2.2.3a

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

Jane Hall

Internal Medicine Journal

2014

R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

2015

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

Healthcare Infection

2015

R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance
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2015

R1.3.3

Adam Elshaug

The Medical Journal Of
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2015

R2.4.2

Sanjay Chawla
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RM 2.2.1g

Federico Girosi
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Research
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Of
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RM 2.2.1g
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Alex Frino

Journal Of Futures Markets
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R1.3.3
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Comparative efficacy
of
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to
promote hand hygiene
in hospital: systematic
review and network
meta-analysis
Constructions of large
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AND
SOME
DECOMPOSITIONS INTO
SQUARES
Corporate governance
ratings
and
the
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payout
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Cost and outcomes of
assessing patients with
chest
pain
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an
Australian emergency
department.
Cost-effectiveness
analysis of a hospital
electronic medication
management system
Cost-effectiveness
of
hand
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promotion for MRSA
blood stream infection
in ICU settings
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National Hand Hygiene
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Counting the costs of
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care: an activity-based
costing approach
Cross-listings
and
liquidity
commonality
around the world
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sector asset allocation
with regimes
Depression in working
adults: comparing the
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for
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services
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British Medical Journal

2015
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Guillermo
PinedaVillavicencio
Guillermo
PinedaVillavicencio

Graphs
And
Combinatorics Journal
Journal
Of
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RM 2.2.1g
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RM 2.2.1g

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

The Medical Journal Of
Australia

2015

R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Journal Of The American
Medical
Informatics
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2015

R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Antimicrob
Control

Infect

2015

R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Journal
Infection
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R2.4.2

David Greenfield

British Medical Journal

2015

R2.4.2

Bohui Zhang

Journal
Markets
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R1.3.3
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Accounting & Finance
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RM 2.2.3a

Nicholas Graves

PLOS ONE
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Differences
in
identifying healthcare
associated
infections
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and the influence of
respondent
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of
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Disentangling
quality
and safety indicator
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compliance
and
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outcomes
in
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Disinvestment
and
Value-Based
Purchasing
Strategies
for Pharmaceuticals: An
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Do
option
strategy
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have
a
disadvantage?
Evidence
from
the
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options
market
Does
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supply matter?
Does
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Early wealth effects of
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ADRs:
A
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on the NYSE
Effect
of
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Text
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on
Risk
Factor Modification in
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Heart
Disease:
A
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Clinical
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Entity
Disambiguation
with Web Links

Nicholas Graves

Antimicrobial
Resistance
And Infection Control

2015

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
R2.4.2

David Greenfield

British Medical Journal

2014

R2.4.2

Adam Elshaug

Pharmacoeconomics

2015

R2.4.2

Andrew Lepone

Journal Of Futures Markets

2014

R1.3.3

Elvis Jarnecic

The Journal Of Trading

2014

R1.3.3

Jane Hall
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2015

R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance
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2015

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

The
Journal
American
Association
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The
Medical

2015

R2.4.2

Ben Hachey

2015

RM 2.2.1g

European Green Mutual
Fund Performance: A
Comparative Analysis
with their Conventional
and Black Peers
Evolutionary
stable
strategies in networked
games: the influence of
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Examining challenges
to reliability of health
service
accreditation
during a period of
healthcare reform in
Australia

Gbenga Ibikunle

Transactions
Of
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For
Computational Linguistics
Journal Of Business Ethics

2015

RM 2.2.3a

Shahadat Uddin

Journal
Of
Artificial
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And
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Computing Research
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R2.4.2
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Journal
Of
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R2.4.2
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affecting
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bulk-billing: results of a
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Factors driving risk in the
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and
outcomes for small-and
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FROM TALK TO ACTION:
POLICY STAKEHOLDERS,
APPROPRIATENESS, AND
SELECTIVE
DISINVESTMENT
Futile
Treatment
in
Hospital
Doctors’
Intergroup Language
Health assessment of
the Christmas Island
Flying fox (Pteropus
melanotus natalis)
Healthcare-associated
infections in Australia:
time
for
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surveillance
High cancer drug prices
in the United States:
reasons and proposed
solutions
How costs change with
infection
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efforts
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Structure
on
Healthcare
Outcomes.
Impact of the cost of
capital on the financing
decisions of Brazilian
companies
Impacts
of
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regulation and market
discipline on capital
ratio
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evidence from China
Implementing
improvements to health
care services in the US
Improving Topic Models
with Latent Feature
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Jane Hall

The Medical Journal Of
Australia

2014

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

Adam Elshaug

International Journal Of
Technology Assessment In
Health Care
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R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Journal Of Language And
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R2.4.2

Jane Hall

Journal Of Wildlife Diseases

2014

R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Australian Health Review
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R2.4.2

Adam Elshaug

Journal
Practice
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R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Current
Opinion
Infectious Diseases

In

2014

R2.4.2

Shahadat Uddin

Studies
In
Technology
Informatics

Health
And

2015

R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance
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2015

R1.3.3

David Michayluk

International Journal
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R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

Aushsi Blog, 23 April
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R2.4.2

Mark Johnson

2015

RM 2.2.1g

Individual Investors and
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Influence
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vaccination strategies
and topology on the
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immunity
of
complex networks
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sharing
among
disaster
responders
an
interactive
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Informing disinvestment
with limited evidence:
cobalamin deficiency
in the fatigued
Institutional
trading
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administration
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standard
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study protocol for a
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of
the
expected loss of sharia
credit instruments in
global Islamic banks
Investment
performance
of
“environmentallyfriendly” firms and their
initial public offers and
seasoned equity offers
Investor characteristics
and
the
disposition
effect
Investor characteristics
and
the
disposition
effect
Is accreditation linked
to hospital infection
rates? A 4-year, data
linkage
study
of
Staphylococcus aureus
rates and accreditation
scores in 77 Australian
acute hospitals
Key beliefs of hospital
nurses’
hand-hygiene
behaviour: protecting
your peers and needing
effective reminders
Knowledge Translation

Adam Elshaug

International Journal Of
Technology Assessment In
Health Care

2015

R2.4.2

David R. Gallagher

Australian
Journal
Of
Management (In Press)

2015

RM 2.2.3a

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance
British Medical Journal
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R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
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R1.3.3

Terry Walter

Journal Of
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RM 2.2.3a

Alex Frino

Pacific-Basin
Journal
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R1.3.3

Andrew Lepone

Pacific-Basin
Journal
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International Journal For
Quality In Health Care
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R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Health Promotion Journal
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R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Health Promotion
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R2.4.2

Liquidity provision and
informed trading by
individual investors
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well
with
diabetes:
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outcomes
from
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trial
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control

Petko S Kalev

Pacific-Basin
Journal
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Diabetes Care
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R2.4.2
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approach
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International Financial
Reporting Standards
Measuring
low-value
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Time-Variant Approach
Novel paramyxoviruses
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support
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On inferring structural
connectivity from brain
functional-MRI data
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between financial and
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Opening and Closing
Price Efficiency: Do
Financial Markets need
the Call Auction?
Opinion:
GP
copayments: Why price
signals for health don't
work
Opportunity cost of
unavailable
surgical
instruments in Australian
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Outcomes of adjuvant
ACT
vs.
TC
chemotherapy in older
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for
the
expanding
role
of
primary care in cancer
control
People with multiple
unhealthy lifestyles are
less likely to consult
primary healthcare
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factors
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Economic
Evaluation
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and Dividend Policy:
Evidence
from
International
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Portfolio quality and
mutual
fund
performance
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Journal

Adam Elshaug
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Agreement
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R1.3.3

Jama Internal Medicine
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R2.4.2

Adam Elshaug

BMJ quality & safety
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R2.4.2

Shahadat Uddin

International Journal Of
Information Technology &
Decision Making
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Jane Hall

Journal
Virology
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Sanjay Chawla

arXiv
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RM 2.2.1g

Scott Niblock

Agricultural
Review

Finance

2015

R1.3.3

Gbenga Ibikunle

Journal Of International
Financial
Markets
Institutions And Money
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R1.3.3

Jane Hall

Australian Medicine

2014

R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Anz Journal Of Surgery
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Journal
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BMC family practice
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R2.4.2
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consult
primary
healthcare.
Evidence
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Prevalence
and
sociodemographic
correlates of DSM-5
eating disorders in the
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Preventing
infections
through
cleaner
hospitals (PITCH): An
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bundle
Pricing
Currency
Options with Intra-Daily
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Representations
via
Generalized
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Quality investing in an
Australian context
Quality investing in an
Australian context
Randomized controlled
trial of an improved
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an
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Reducing
Timedependent
Bias
in
Estimates
of
the
Attributable Cost of
Health Care–associated
Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus
Infections
Regional stock markets
and
the
economic
development
of
Southeast Asia
Resilience of human
brain
functional
coactivation networks
under thresholding
Response to Grayson's
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to
the
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Page et al.,'Costing the
Australian
National
Hand
Hygiene
Initiative''.
Rise of the 'tiger cub'
economies:
An
empirical investigation
of Southeast Asian stock
market efficiency
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Constrained
Clustering:
A
Generalized
Spectral
Method
Setting
a
research
agenda for medical
overuse

Federico Girosi

Journal Of Epidemiology
And Community Health
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Agreement
milestones
RM 2.2.1g

Federico Girosi

Journal Of Eating Disorders

2015

R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Journal Of Microbiology,
Immunology And Infection

2015

R2.4.2

Petko S Kalev

Australasian Accounting,
Business
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Journal
Journal
Of
Integer
Sequences
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R1.3.3
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RM 2.2.1g

Australian
Journal
Of
Management
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Journal
Of
Management
Annals
Of
Behavioral
Medicine
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RM 2.2.3a
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RM 2.2.3a
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R2.4.2

Nicholas Graves

Medical Care

2015

R2.4.2

Scott Niblock

Asian-Pacific
Literature
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R1.3.3

Sanjay Chawla

arXiv

2014

RM 2.2.1g

Nicholas Graves

The Journal Of Hospital
Infection
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R2.4.2

Scott Niblock

International Journal Of
Economics And Business
Research
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R1.3.3

Sanjay Chawla

arXiv
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RM 2.2.1g
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British Medical Journal
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David R. Gallagher
Terry Walter
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Short‐selling
pressure
and last‐resort debt
finance: evidence from
144A high‐yield risk‐
adjusted debt
Special
issue
on
background modeling
for
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detection in real-world
dynamic scenes
Statistical
Network
Topology
for
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Informetrics
Structural
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with
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ranking
for
activity segmentation
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Student and supervisor
productivity
change
during nutrition and
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study
Style factor timing: An
application
to
the
portfolio holdings of US
fund managers
Supporting patients to
self-manage
chronic
disease:
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perspectives
and
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Systemic Consultation in
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Disability
Case Management
Takeovers
and
the
Market for Corporate
Control in Japanese
REITs
Testing the effect of
portfolio
holdings
disclosure
in
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environment absent of
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and
“independent” boards
The cost-effectiveness
of the MobileMums
intervention to increase
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mothers with young
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a
Markov
model informed by a
randomised controlled
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The determinants of
alternative
trading
venue market share:
Global evidence from
the introduction of ChiX
The effect of foreign
management
and
board membership on
the performance of
foreign acquired Turkish
banks

Terry Walter

Accounting & Finance

2015
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Agreement
milestones
R1.3.3

Massimo Piccardi

Machine
Vision
Applications
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RM 2.2.1g

Shahadat Uddin

arXiv
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R2.4.2

Massimo Piccardi

IEEE
Conference
Mining

2015

RM 2.2.1g

Nicholas Graves

Nutrition & Dietetics
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R2.4.2

David R. Gallagher

Australian
Journal
Management

Of

2015

RM 2.2.3a

David Greenfield

Australian
Journal
Primary Health

Of

2014

R2.4.2

Shahadat Uddin

Australian
And
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Zealand Journal Of Family
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Journal Of Real Estate
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R2.4.2
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David R. Gallagher

Accounting and Finance
(in press)
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Peter Swan

Law And Financial Markets
Review
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Nicholas Graves

British Medical Journal
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Markets
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The Global Financial
Crisis: what have we
learned so far?
The Governance Effect
of the Media's News
Dissemination
Role:
Evidence from Insider
Trading
The impact of cash
conversion cycle on
firm profitability: An
empirical study based
on Swedish data
The impact of credit
supply on sales growth:
Swedish evidence
The
Impact
of
Healthcare-Associated
Methicillin-Resistant
Staphylococcus Aureus
Infections
on
PostDischarge Healthcare
Costs and Utilization
The Informativeness of
Dividends
and
Associated Tax Credits
The Invisible Hand of
Short Selling: Does Short
Selling
Discipline
Earnings Management?
The Magnitude of TimeDependent Bias in the
Estimation of Excess
Length
of
Stay
Attributable
to
Healthcare-Associated
Infections
The microstructure of
Australian
takeover
announcements
The need for costeffectiveness analyses
of
antimicrobial
stewardship
programmes:
a
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The
paradoxes
of
gender mainstreaming
in developing countries:
The case of health care
in Papua New Guinea
The physical functioning
and mental health of
informal
carers:
evidence of care‐giving
impacts
from
an
Australian population‐
based cohort
The
Pricing
and
Efficiency of Australian
Treasury Bond Futures

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Bohui Zhang

Journal Of
Research

Accounting

2015

R1.3.3

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2014

R1.3.3

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

Of

2015

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

Infection
Control
Hospital Epidemiology

&

2015

R2.4.2

Stephen Taylor

Journal
Of
Business
Finance & Accounting
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R1.3.3

Bohui Zhang

Review
Studies
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Nicholas Graves

Infection
Control
Hospital Epidemiology

&

2015

R2.4.2

Terry Walter

Australian
Journal
Management

Of

2015

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

International Journal
Antimicrobial Agents
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2015
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David Greenfield

Global
Journal

Health

2015

R2.4.2

Jane Hall

Health & Social Care In
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2014

R2.4.2

Alex Frino

Australasian Accounting,
Business
And
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Journal

2014
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The
Pricing
and
Efficiency of Australian
Treasury Bond Futures
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The return to work
experiences of middleaged Australian workers
diagnosed
with
colorectal cancer: a
matched cohort study
The role of “other
information” in analysts’
forecasts
in
understanding
stock
return volatility
The role of “other
information” in analysts’
forecasts
in
understanding
stock
return volatility
The role of time pressure
and
different
psychological
safety
climate referents in the
prediction of nurses’
hand
hygiene
compliance
The
technological
transformation
of
capital markets
The use of financial
incentives in Australian
general practice.
Time pro-rata matching:
Evidence of a change
in LIFFE STIR futures
Trading with Tigers: A
Technical Analysis of
Southeast Asian Stock
Index Futures
Transitivity,
hierarchy
and
reciprocity
of
organizational
communication
network during crisis
Trial by Media: An
Empirical Investigation
of
Corporate
Reputation and Stock
Returns in Australia
Turn-of-month effect in
the Indian currency
market
Two-state
Bogoliubov
theory of a molecular
Bose gas
User centered ontology
for Sri Lankan farmers'
Using a theory of
planned
behaviour
framework to explore
hand hygiene beliefs at
the ‘5 critical moments’
among
Australian
hospital-based nurses
Valuation of hospital
bed-days released by
infection
control
programs:
a
comparison of methods

Nicholas Graves

BMC public health

2014
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Agreement
milestones
R2.4.2

Stephen Taylor

Review
Studies
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Accounting

2014

R1.3.3

Terry Walter

Review
Studies
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Accounting

2014
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Nicholas Graves

Safety Science

2015

R2.4.2
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Technological Forecasting
And Social Change

2015

R1.3.3

Jane Hall

The Medical Journal Of
Australia

2015

R2.4.2

Angelo Aspris

Journal Of Futures Markets

2015

R1.3.3

Scott Niblock

International
Journal
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R1.3.3

Shahadat Uddin

International Journal Of
Organizational Analysis

2015
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Journal
Of
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International Journal
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arXiv

2015
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Ecological Informatics
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Variation in health careassociated
infection
surveillance practices in
Australia
Volatility swaps and
volatility
options on
discretely
sampled
realized variance
What
do
most
Americans think of costeffectiveness research
in health care?
Working
capital
management and SMEs
profitability: Portuguese
evidence

Nicholas Graves

American
Journal
Infection Control

Of

2015

Commonwealth
Agreement
milestones
R2.4.2

Petko S Kalev

Journal
Of
Economic
Dynamics And Control

2014

R1.3.3

Nicholas Graves

Aushsi Blog, 23 April

2015

R2.4.2

David Michayluk

International Journal
Managerial Finance

2015

R1.3.3

Of

Table 20 Key to the Commonwealth Agreement milestones
Figure

Milestone category

R1.3.3

40 published papers: price discovery in exchange trade markets

R2.4.2

20 papers covering health economics, informatics data-mining and IT

RM 2.2.1g

28 research papers per annum on entity tracking, information distillation, free text query and audio
mining
9 research studies per year that develop new insights relevant to identifying risks in insurance, funds
management and banking business.

RM 2.2.3a
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Measuring equity: improving national indicators to
improve health and health care for disadvantaged
populations

Mohammad Habibullah Pulok

R2.4.2

Detecting Clusters and Anomalies in Medicare MBS
Claim Trajectories
Execution Services Insights Edition 3 - Optimal limit
order splitting across trading lit trading venues Japan and India
When Will Investors Move from Cash to Managed
Funds/Stocks?
Who Drives The Decision Making?

Farshid Hajati

R2.4.2

Daniel Rigney

R1.3.3

Grace Lepone

RM 2.2.3a

Grace Lepone

RM 2.2.3a

Investor Risk Preferences

Grace Lepone

RM 2.2.3a

Empowering Members Through Timely Context Based
Information On Health Care Choices
Examining comorbidity by clustering ICD codes

Maneesh Mathai

R2.4.2

Fiona Martin

R2.4.2

Strengths and limitations of NSW Health data for
capturing low-value care
Exploratory Trading in Australian Dark Pools

Tim Badgery-Parker

R2.4.2

Howie Zhang

R1.3.3

Market Impact Model

Florent Rouxelin

R1.3.3

IPO Pricing: A Case for Listing on the ASX

Jangjeev Dosanjh

R1.3.3

Execution Costs of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)

Jangjeev Dosanjh

R1.3.3

Vitamin B12 and folate Medicare services

Tim Badgery-Parker

R2.4.2
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Return of capital via stock repurchases

Wei Lu

R1.3.3

Write-downs as an emerging theme

Wei Lu

R1.3.3

Spin off candidates

Wei Lu

R1.3.3

Alpha from the options market

Wei Lu

R1.3.3

Smart beta and 'managed volatility' in Asia

Wei Lu

R1.3.3

Life Insurance Industry Analysis

Jun Wen

RM 2.2.3a

Non-domestic portfolio insurance: counting the costs
of using US VIX futures within domestic portfolios
ASX-Goldman Sachs Volatility Seminar (Panelist)

Jason Scally

R1.3.3

Jason Scally

R1.3.3

Optimal market structures for illiquid equities Conference submission: 2014 FEB
Diversification with non-domestic VIX series

Jason Scally

R1.3.3

Jason Scally

R1.3.3

The VIX - major index and series correlations

Jason Scally

R1.3.3

ETF Trading Activity on SGX and Competing Venues:
2010 - 2014
Superannuation Contribution Behaviours

Hao Chen

R1.3.3

Grace Lepone

RM 2.2.3a

Weather and Investor Behaviours

Grace Lepone

RM 2.2.3a

Life Insurance Customer Analysis

Grace Lepone

RM 2.2.3a

Execution Services Insights Edition 2 - Optimal limit
order splitting across trading lit trading venues
Execution Services Insights Edition 1 - analysis of low
quality executions in exchange dark pools
Adapting graph theory and social network measures
on healthcare data – a new framework to predict
chronic disease progression

Daniel Rigney

R1.3.3

Daniel Rigney

R1.3.3

Mohammad Ariful Alam Khan

R2.4.2

Table 22 Research and Development Workforce
Number of Professional Researcher
Staff

25

Number of Technical/Other Staff

14

Number of Postgraduate Students

47

Total Devoted to R&D

86
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10 APPENDIX SCHOLARSHIP INTAKE RECORDS
2007-08 intake
Table 23 PhD students accepted in FY2007-08
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

B. Liu

UTS

L. Cao

Data mining

B. Wong

USYD
USYD/
UNSW

A. Frino

Market design

Thesis topic
Nesting one-against-one algorithms
for multi-class classification problems
Derivatives used by fund managers

M. Aitken

Market design

Cross-market linkages

F. Ball

UTS

P. Wells

Accounting and
audit

How external auditors pick IPO winners

F. Lu

UNSW

M. Balatbat

Market design

F. Sensenbrenner

USYD

K. Pattenden

Market design

J. Donato

USYD

M. McKenzie

Market design

J. Kruk

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

J. Wong

USYD

A. Frino

Data mining

E. Di Marco

J. Wylie

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

J. Yang
J. Zuo
K. Liu

USYD
UTS
USYD

M. Stevenson
L. Cao
M. McKenzie

Market design
Data mining
Market design

K. Nguyen

USYD

S. Chawla

Data mining

L. Loh

UNSW

M. Aitken

Audit/markets

L. van Keulen

USYD

M. McKenzie

Market design

M. Clifton

UTS

D. Michayluk

Data mining

M. Karbouris

UNSW

J. Henker

Market design

M. Kim

UNSW

K. Wong

Data mining

M. Mistry
M. Snape

USYD
USYD

M. Peat
E. Jarnecic

Data mining
Market design

M. Xu

UNSW

M. Bain

Data mining

P. O’Shea
R. Philip

USYD
USYD

M. Peat
G. Partington

Interoperability
Market design

S. Lecce

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

S. Xiao
T. Blakers
T. de Vries
W. Liu

UTS
UNSW
USYD
USYD

L.
J.
S.
S.

Data mining
Market design
Data mining
Data mining

Z. Zheng

UTS

L. Cao

Cao
Henker
Chawla
Chawla

Data mining

Measurement of earnings quality in
China
Three essays on insider trading and
price discovery in harmonised markets
Corporate governance and financial
distress
Execution costs in futures and OTC
markets
Investors
and
bankruptcy
announcements
High frequency trading in equities
market
Essays on options market
Agent-based distributed data mining
Superannuation performance
Unifying global and local outlier
detection using commute time
distance
Microstructure of Asian markets
Risk management for superannuation
funds
Algorithmic trading
Insider trading and fragmented equity
markets
Rule-based
system
for
finance
applications
Microstructure in financial markets
Essays on the London order book
Data mining in stock exchange
markets
Dynamic portfolio management
Survival analysis of stock runs
Market quality
equities

indicators

on

ASX

One-class support vector machine
Measuring trades in securities markets
Outlier detection
Outlier detection
Information asymmetry in securities
markets

2008-09 intake
Table 24 PhD students accepted in FY2008-09
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

A. Akra

USYD

M.
Stevenson

Interoperability

A. Flint

UoW

D. Gerace

Market design
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Thesis topic
Investigating the key drivers of the
transaction volume growth of
BPAY
An
examination
of
intraday
patterns of liquidity on the
NASDAQ
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Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

A. Kwan

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

A. Nguyen

UNSW

N. Oh

Market design

D. Li

York U.

D. Cumming

Market design

F. Szabolcs

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

G. Klopotowski

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

J. Chan

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

J. Chau

UoW

D. Gerace

Market design

J. Lai

City U. H.K.

H. Wang

Data mining

J. Nothman

USYD

J. Curran

Language technology

K. Alampieski

USYD

M. McKenzie

Market design

K. Durrani

USYD

M. Peat

Market design

M. Lee

UTS

T. Walter

Market design

M. Zhu

USYD

N. Kost De Sevres

UNSW

M.
Stevenson
M. Aitken

N. McKinlay

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

R. Rahman

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

S. Uddin

USYD

L. Hossain

Information technology

T. Fung

City U. H.K.

H. Wang

Data mining

W. He

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

Data mining
Market design

Thesis topic
Evaluation of market quality on the
ASX
Trading costs and diversion of
opinion
Market design changes and
surveillance of the Canadian
securities market
Identifying syndicates of irregular
service providers
Communities of practice for
chronic disease management
support
Hong
Kong
market integrity
surrounding
market
design
changes
Three essays on market integrity:
Evidence from Hong Kong
Information systems design for
Hong Kong SFC
Event tracking in financial news
Market liquidity around earnings
announcements
Model risk and stress testing in
residential mortgages
Reduction in securities transaction
costs on the Singapore exchange
Quantitative
portfolio
management
Market quality at Euronext
Workflow modelling of insurance
claim processing using social
network analysis
Three essays on carbon market
microstructure
Network analysis in public health
Market manipulation in the Hong
Kong securities market
Information and the cost of capital

2009-10 intake
Table 25 PhD students accepted in FY2009-10
Name

University

Supervisor

Research
theme

A. Hotz

USYD

G. Partington

Market design

C. Schmidt

UTS

D. Gallagher

E. Lai

UTS

D. Gallagher

Q. Nguyen

USYD

P. Eades

J. Ding

MQU

G. Kingston

J. Pardea

USYD

A. Frino

L. Xi

UTS

D. Gallagher

L. Zhu

UNSW

M. Aitken

P. Edney

USYD

K. Walsh

S. Foley

USYD

A. Frino

P. Dou

UTS

D. Gallagher

Wealth
management
Wealth
management
Information
tech
Actuarial/
finance
Corporate
governance
Wealth
management
Information
technology
Prudential
regulation
Corporate
governance
Wealth
management
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Thesis topic
Co-integration,
price
discovery
and
algorithmic trading
The significance of quality stocks on the
performance of fund managers
Funds management inefficiencies in portfolio
management
Visualisation methods for market data
Post-retirement financial planning
The impact of director independence on
corporate governance
Value generated from active trading and
the portfolio holdings
Market manipulation in the Chinese securities
market
Liquidity risk in matched-maturity funds
transfer pricing
Corporate governance surrounding takeover
events
Cross-region, cross-sector asset allocation
with regimes
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Name

University

Supervisor

Z. Chen

UTS

D. Gallagher

Research
theme
Wealth
management

Thesis topic
Decentralised construction of a portfolio of
actively managed funds

2010-11 intake
Table 26 PhD students accepted in FY2010-11
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

A. Sacco

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

A. Vadilyev

UNSW

F. Moshirian

C. Di Lernia

USYD

T. Carlin

D. Maroney

USYD

A. Frino

Prudential
regulation

K. Chen

City U. H.K.

H. Wang

Data mining

K. Siaw

UNSW

J. Parwada

Wealth
management

L. Machain

Reading

A. Dufour

Market design

T. O'Keefe

USYD

J. Curran

Data mining

W. Radford

USYD

J. Curran

Data mining

Linking entities in text
A normative approach on information flow
in market microstructure
Equity issues and the impact of lead
manager affiliation on analyst research and
broker market share

Prudential
regulation
Market
surveillance

W. Wei

USYD

A. Frino

Wealth
management

Y. Liu

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Thesis topic
Algorithmic trading: Market quality and the
ASX
Australian and international prudential
regulation topics
Organisational
compliance
with
the
continuous disclosure regime
Measuring the loss to shareholders from
breaches
of
continuous
disclosure
obligations with an event study
Common-sense
knowledge
enhanced
financial decision support: Conceptual
modelling, framework design and prototype
development
Interaction of governance and asset pricing
in listed investment funds
Credit default swaps trading and the
European government bond crisis
Approaches
to
multi-level
sentiment
detection

2011-12 intake
Table 27 PhD students accepted in FY2011-12
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Z. Zhao

MQU

M. Johnson

Data mining

F. Zhan

York U.

D. Cumming

Market design

B. Zhang

UniSA

P. Kalev

Market design

K. Sun

UniSA

P. Kalev

Market design

S. Tarca

USYD

M. Rutkowski

S. Yu

USYD

G. Barrett

J. Dosanjh

UTS

D. Michayluk

Market design

P. Rosati

UCP

R. Palumbo

Accounting

A. Martins

UNSW

F. Moshirian

Wealth
management

Execution costs in the exchange-traded fund
market
Economics
consequences
of
disclosure
regulation
Macroeconomic
considerations
for
funds
management

D. Joseph

MQU

V. Mollica

Market design

High frequency trading and market efficiency

M. Lim

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

Essays on high frequency trading

R. Zhang

USYD

A. Frino

Market design

Behavioural aspects of financial planning

S. Zhang

MQU

V. Mollica

Market design

The determinants of bid-as spreads: Time series
evidence for the Australian Securities Exchange

Prudential
regulation
Wealth
management
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Thesis topic
Machine learning for data and text mining from
financial data
Exchange trading rules, surveillance and insider
trading
Trading
behaviour
around
earning
announcements
Price impact, information content and price
discovery in derivatives markets
The interaction between credit risk and interest
rate risk
Retiree wellbeing and the global financial crisis
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Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

E. Lee

USYD

A. Lepone

Market design

Market design in Singaporean market

D. Harris

UNSW

P. O'Neill

UNSW

E. Ang

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

H. Chen

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

M.
Aitken / T.
Market design
McInish
M.
Aitken / F.
Market design
Moshirian

J. Shao

UNSW

M. Aitken

Market design

L. Gong

USYD

A.
Frino / A.
Market design
Aspris

HFT in the NASDAQ marketplace
Market design essays
To Be Determined
Three essays in market microstructure
The impact of securities market design change
on market quality
The price impact of director trading and
announcements: Evidence from the Australian
Securities Exchange

2012-13 intake
Table 28 PhD students accepted in FY2012-13
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

R. Heslehurst

MQU

A. Frino

Market history

Historical aspects of market behaviour

R. Hosmann

UoW

D. Gerace

Market design

G. Issa

USYD

E. Jarnecic

Market design

W. Lu

UNSW

P. Swan

Market design

R. Mukurumbira UNSW

J. Parwada

Market design

D. Rigney

USYD

H. Zheng

Market design

J. Scally

UniSA

P. Kalev

Market design

F. Wang

USYD

S. Chawla

Health

Sparse models for adversarial learning

Z. Zhou

MQU

A. Frino

Market design

Commonality in liquidity for the futures
markets

Impact of social media activities on market
efficiency and integrity
Three essays on the market microstructure of
derivatives markets
The behaviour of institutional and retail
investors on Finnish stock trading in the US
The impact of competition for ASX listed cash
equities on market quality
Impact of ASIC rule changes on market
quality
Three essays on the design of equity markets
in Australia

2013-14 intake
Table 29 PhD students accepted in FY2013-14
Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

Y. Lin

UNSW

M. Aitkin

Market design

The impact of trading safeguards on the
Singapore exchange

Jiawei. Song

MQU

V. Mollica

Market design

TBA

J. Wen

MQU

A. Lepone

Market design

TBA

H. Zhang

USYD

A.Aspris

Market design

TBA

Jun Song

SGX

B. Zhang

Market design

TBA

2014-15 intake
Table 30 PhD students accepted in FY2014-15
Name

University

Supervisor

M. Hauptfleisch

UTS

David Michayluk Finance

TBA

Thomas Ruf

Asset pricing anomalies and short selling
constraints

F. Rouxelin

UNSW

Research theme

Finance
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Thesis topic
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Name

University

Supervisor

Research theme

Thesis topic

R. Zhang

USYD

Hui Zheng

Finance

TBA

J. Bercich

MQU

Andrew Lepone

Finance

TBA

P. Heng

SCU

Scott Niblock

Finance

Market Quality in Financial Markets

X. Wang

MQU

Vito Mollica

Finance

D. Forsberg

MQU

David Gallagher Finance

H. Hu

USYD

Terry Walters

Finance

TBA

A. Tong

UTS

Stephen Taylor

Finance

TBA

T. Steffen

MQU

Alex Frino

Finance

TBA

X. Tian

UniSA

Petko Kalev

Finance

TBA

T. Ban

UniSA

Petko Kalev

Finance

TBA

C. Hughes

UTS

David Michayluk Finance

TBA

E. Piazza

MQU

Andrew Lepone

Finance

TBA

E. Toth

USYD

Sanjay Chawla

Health

TBA

A. Khan

USYD

Shahadat Uddin Health

M. Hart

WSU

Federico Girosi

D. Morales Silva

FED

Guillermo PinedaHealth
Villavicencio

Predicting chronic diseases from insurance
claim data
Limitations of the Australian refined diagnosisrelated groups (AR-DRGs) and their
implications.
Social network analysis in medical provider
networks

K. Chalmers

USYD

Adam Elshaug

Health

TBA

T.
Parker

USYD

Adam Elshaug

Health

TBA

M. Mathai

WSU

Athula Ginige

Health

User Centric Health Event Detection and
Support Model

F. Martin

MQU

Mark Johnson

Health

TBA

S. Wei

USYD

Ben Hachey

Health

TBA

F. Hajati

WSU

Federico Girosi

Health

Detecting clusters and anomalies in MBS
claims trajectories.

S.Ghassempour

WSU

Federico Girosi

Health

Postdoc researcher

Badgery-

Health

Impact of cross connect on China and Hong
Kong Markets
The informativeness of portfolio holdings and
trades in constructing alpha-generating
portfolios

PhD graduates 2004–15
Table 31 CMCRC PhD graduates from 2004 to 2015
Employment
destination

Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

A. Akra

2015

Modelling the four party billing payment scheme: The case
of BPAY

A. Flint

2015

Market quality in derivative markets

Government

A. Sacco

2015

High frequency trading

Financial Analyst

A. Vadilyev

2015

External financing constraints

University lectureship

C. Schmidt

2015

Mutual fund investment styles

Post-Doctoral Fellow

J. Nothman

2015

Grounding event references in an news archive/td>

Post-Doctoral Fellow

P. Edney

2015

Risk regulation and failure, liquidity risk in deposit taking
institutions

Financial Consultant

P. Rosati

2015

Essays on information asymmetry and company disclosure

Post-Doctoral Fellow
Dublin
City
University

R. Rahman

2015

Market integrity across markets

Industry

S. Foley

2015

The impact of market structure change on market quality

University lectureship
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Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

Employment
destination

T. O'Keefe

2015

Opinion mining in text

Data Scientist

Y.Liu

2015

Essays on Institutional Trading and Order Flow Competition
in Equity Markets

Manager,
Analysis

F. Zhan

2014

Exchange trading rules, surveillance, and insider trading

University lectureship

Essays on post-retirement financial planning and pension
policy modelling in Australia
Papers in banking Regulation for Credit Risk and StressTesting

Business

J. Ding

2014

Financial Consultant

K. Durrani

2014

L. Machain

2014

Limit orders cancellations and the impact on spreads

Financial Consultant

R. Heslehurst

2014

Faith to Bloomsbury

Freelancer

Y. Dou

2014

Dynamic Asset Allocation and return predictability

Financial Analyst

Z. Chen

2014

Emulation Funds

Post-Doctoral Fellow

A. Kwan

2013

An analysis of dark market fragmentation in U.S. equities
markets

University lectureship

C. Chau

2013

Market structure, liquidity and integrity

University lectureship

E. Di Marco

2013

Market quality in the competitive European equities
markets

Financial Analyst

H. Nguyen

2013

Models of graph visualizations

Software Engineer

J. Lee

2013

The microstructure of trading processes on the Singapore
Exchange

Financial Analyst

J. Wylie

2013

The demand for market fragmentation alternatives

University lectureship

Financial Analyst

K. Alampieski

2013

K. Chan

2013

K. Chen

2013

M. Mistry

2013

Order placement strategies

Financial Consultant

M. Snape

2013

High frequency trading on the London Stock Exchange

Financial Analyst

P. He

2013

Government
Regulator

W. Wei

2013

Y. Liu

2013

The impact of market conditions and structure on market
quality
Comparing time varying price impacts of stock trades
across Asian exchanges
Australian superannuation structure, governance and
performance.

Y. Zhang

2013

Data mining with time changing features

Finance Industry

C. Luo

2012

Outlier detection in larger high-dimensional data and its
application in stock market surveillance

Government
–
computer scientist

F. Sensenbrenner

2012

Three essays on informed trading

Finance industry (US)

H. Kim

2012

Time and the prediction of financial distress

University lectureship

H. Lai

2012

Information systems design for the Hong Kong SFC

University lectureship

I. Palit

2012

Strategic behavior in limit order markets

J. Li

2012

Execution
structures

J. Yang

2012

Liquidity and price discovery in derivatives markets

University lectureship

M. Lu

2012

Corporate governance and accounting quality

University lectureship

M. Zhu

2012

Return predictability and its implication on portfolio
selection

University lectureship

S. Lecce

2012

The impact of short selling in financial markets

Investment banker

S. Uddin

2012

S. Wong

2012

T. de Vries

2012

T. Loh

2012

Information asymmetry and HFT in financial markets

Management
Consultant
Developer
at
NASDAQ in Sydney

The impacts of recent market design changes on
information asymmetry, market liquidity in the HK market.
Common-sense knowledge enhanced financial decision
support: conceptual modelling, framework design and
prototype development

ability

of

brokers

under

Investment Analyst
University lectureship

University lectureship
different

market

Social networks enabled coordination performance model
for patient hospitalisation
On the interaction between informed agents and other
participants in securities markets
Outlier detection and record linkage optimisation for largescale and high-dimensional data
An empirical analysis of the limit order book and the order
flow in the Singapore Exchange equities market
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Financial Analyst

University lectureship

University lectureship
Financial consultant
Systems developer
Market
analyst

surveillance
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Employment
destination
University research
fellow

Name

Year

Thesis title or topic

W. Liu

2012

New methods for
adversarial data

Y. Xiao

2012

SVM-based instance learning in complex data

University lectureship
University lectureship
(China)

learning

from

imbalanced

and

B. Liu

2011

D. Li

2011

H. Malloch

2011

M. Clifton

2011

M. Whitehead

2011

S. Jones

2011

Nesting one-against-one algorithms for multi-class
classification problems
Empirical studies in law and finance of public and private
firms
The valuation of options on traded accounts: Continuous
and discrete time models
Liquidity during unusual trading periods: Evidence from the
London Stock Exchange
Market microstructure in relation to mergers and
acquisitions announcements
Interoperability of trading systems

Z. Zheng

2011

Negative sequential pattern mining

D. Channen

2010

A comparison of human and computationally generated
document features

H. Dieu Dang

2010

Credit spreads rating transitions and financial distress

University lectureship

J. Kruk

2010

Execution costs in money and futures markets

Equity analyst

J. Wong

2010

Behaviour of institutional investors around bankruptcy
announcements

M. Karbouris

2010

Information leakage and fragmented equity markets

S. Ji

2010

Institutional execution costs, prices, liquidity and order flow

Singapore
Stock
Exchange
Director in
finance industry
Research
centre
manager

W. Long

2010

Y. Ou

2010

A. Das

2009

Essays in hedge funds: Performance

University lectureship

B. Arnold

2009

Impact of ratings transitions on total return

Research manager –
APRA

C. Lai

2009

The examination of accounting distortion

University lectureship

D. Yoo

2009

Novel kernel models for sequential data

G. Al-Naymat

2009

Agent-based approach to table recognition and
interpretation
Discovering microstructure behaviour patterns for stock
market surveillance

New methods for sequential and time series data mining

University lectureship
University lectureship
Hedge fund
Analyst – finance
industry
IT consultant
University research
fellow – Advanced
Analytics Institute
IT industry

Homemaker
Research
fellow at QCIS

University lectureship
Post-doctoral
fellowship
Banking regulator –
APRA
University lectureship

J. Cummings

2009

J. Svec

2009

Three essays on price formation and liquidity in financial
futures markets
Risk management in the Australian electricity market

L. Wong

2009

The pricing or mispricing of earnings quality

University lectureship

N. Zamani

2009

Investigating the role of trading in the dynamics of price
formation in financial markets

S. Wu

2009

Trade data services (Master’s degree)

T. Zhu

2009

Audit quality information risk and information asymmetry
between traders

Finance industry –
software engineer
Financial trader –
Optiver

Y. Li

2009

A. Aspris

2008

A. Jun

2008

A. Looi

2008

A. Mangkorntong

2008

B. Arunasalam

2008

G. Truong

2008

J. Ni

2008

K. Cheng

2008

K. Lo

2008

Examination of audit quality
Three essays on the microstructure of financial options
markets
Essays on the value of Australian dividends and imputation
tax credit
Investment manager trading behaviour and performance
A domain-driven approach for detecting event patterns in
e-markets: A case study in financial market surveillance
Support-free approaches for pattern mining
The cost of capital and imputation tax credits: An
Australian study
Evolutionary optimisation of trading strategies
Direct interaction with large displays through monocular
computer vision
Price and order flow dynamics in a limit order market:
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University lectureship
University lectureship
University lectureship
University lectureship
Finance industry
IT – Microsoft
Software developer
– CRC
Company valuation
Researcher – MAMS
Researcher – NICTA
Investment banking
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Name

Year

K. Tang

2008

L. Bayley

2008

L. Bortoli

2008

M. Lim

2008

M. Zappavigna

2008

R. Cook

2008

A. Lepone

2007

C. Whitelaw

2007

H. Zheng

2007

J. Wang

2007

L. Lin

2007

M. Edwards

2007

M.
HerkeCouchman

2007

M. Wu

2007

P. Sun

2007

T. Yu

2007

V. Mollica

2007

W. Chen

2007

A. Blazejewski
A. Siow

2006
2006

A. Tan

2006

F. Dabous

2006

J. Fabre

2006

T. Oetomo

2006

L. Cao
N. Almeida
S. Smiles

2005
2005
2005

T. Dwyer

2005

W. Yang

2005

J. Parwada

2004

Thesis title or topic
Empirical and simulation method
An empirical analysis of anonymous trading in equity
markets
Aspects of accounting quality
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